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EDITORIAL

BRAVE, BRIGHT FUTURE

Lgs:sis¥:::Ta?.r.:J;.nc:?hh:::
he gave the title  `073e Peoz?/e? ' The
book begins with an extensive sur-
vey of Orthodox attitudes over the
last  200  years  to  those  who  ques-
tion what Orthodoxy believes to be
the absolutely fundamental concepts
of Judaism, for instance the Ortho-
dox understanding of the meaning
Of Torah min hashamayim, Tore.h
from heaven.

Sacks identified two tendencies -
a tendency to go so far as to wish to
write  `heretics'  out  of the  Jewish
people,  and a tendency  to  seek to
retain and include them.

In  the  latter  part  of  the  book
Sacks  went  on  to  offer  halakhic
support for the inclusivists by using
the  Talmudic  device  of the  Zz.72o4
sfec73z.s%cz, the Jewish child brought
up by idolaters who, by virtue of its
upbringing, is not held culpable for
its idolatrous sins. Refomi Jews are
the  child  and the  modem western
world,   the  blinding,   idolatrous
upbringing.

Many who read the book found it
puzzling.   The  purist,  exclusivist
group seemed remote and obscure.
The device offered for the tolerant
was  artificial  and  condescending.
Less than a decade later, the book
takes on almost prophetic tones and
can be seen for what it is, namely a
conversation not with Refomi but
within the contemporary Orthodox
world.

The widespread support given to
the recent `Stanmore Accords', the
Agreement signed by the Chairmen
of the Reform, Liberal and Masorti
Movements and the President of the
United     Synagogue     is     very
significant.  The  Agreement  was
greeted  with  enthusiasm  by  the
Council  of the United  Synagogue,
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the Council of RSGB, the President
of the ULPS and virtually the entire
Board of Deputies. Not only is that
a remarkable show of consensus in
Anglo-Jewry  but  it  also  indicates
that the overwhelming majority of
British    Jews    belong    in    the
inclusivist camp.

The real divide in British Jewry is
not  between  Orthodoxy  and  non-
Orthodoxy or the United Synagogue
and RSGB. Rather is it between the
vast preponderance of British Jews
who are committed to living as Jews
within the modem world and society
at large, and the fundamentalist far
right. This latter group have much in
common   with   fundamentalists
across    the    post-war    religious
spectnm whose fear of and hostility
to  modernity  and  contemporary
society is a driving force.

The significance of the ` Stanmore
Accords'  lies  in the breadth of the
recognition that we are, indeed, one
people and must remain so.

In  some  eyes,  the  Agreement
seems to say all too little. It begins
by referring to Rabbi Hugo Gryn of
blessed  memory,  thus  bringing  to
an     end     an     unpleasant     and
discreditable  episode  and  linking
the name of one of the community's
great    reconcilers    and    bridge
builders  with  an  historic  act  of
bridge building. It goes on to speak
of   respect,    despite    profound
doctrinal  differences  and to  evoke
concepts  of peaceful  co-existence,
co-operation and unity. Annexed to
the Agreement are statements of the
present   Orthodox   position   on
certain  issues  -  it  was  a  sentence
from   one   of  these   conventions
which was  subsequently deleted -
and  an  agreement  to  establish  a
proper  Consultative  Committee  to
work   not   only   on   matters   of
difference  but  also  on  matters  of

shared concern, for the good of the
community as a whole.

A44IVIV4  is firmly of the opinion
that it is not mere hyperbole to call
the  agreement  historic.  Not  every
disagreement  can  be  resolved  nor
every problem dealt with in one fell
swoop  -  after  all  we  have  had to
live with some of the disagreements
and the problems for the best part of
two  centuries.  But  the  simple  fact
of the lay leaders of the four main
religious  groupings,  with  the  ex-
press     endorsement     of    their
respective  religious  leaders,  pub-
licly  declaring  their  intention  to
treat each other with respect, to seek
to resolve differences  and to work
together  for the  good  of the  com-
munity   as   a   whole   is   without
parallel  in  modem  Jewish  history
anywhere in the world.

From  Israel,  Holland  and  South
Africa  have  come  requests  for  in-
formation as to how the Agreement
was  achieved  because  they  would
like to follow suit. When the news
of the agreement was announced in
Melbourne's  largest  synagogue,
people stood and applauded.

There  is  much  to  do  and  the
Agreement is only a declaration of
intent  not  a  concrete  healing  of
breaches. But it is more than just a
start. It is a recognition that, despite
cherished  beliefs  and  deep  differ-
ences,  the  overwhelming  majority
of Jews, be they passionately Pro-
gressive,   militantly   Masorti   or
utterly United, are one people,  de-
termined to  work together  for the
good of that people and the good of
the nations to whom it  is our shared
mission   to   be   a   light.   Neville
Sassienie,  Jerom6  Freedman,  Paul
Shrank,  Alex  Sklan,  Elkan  Levy
and their respective religious lead-
ers  deserve  great  praise  for  their
vision and courage .
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IHAVE    BEEN    ASKED     TO
reflect       on      the       state       of
our   community today and to chart

a course for the first decade or two of
the  next  century.  This  is  a  daunting
challenge,  particularly  after  the  very
difficult period  of the  last  few  years.
It    is    presumptuous    of   anyone,
particularly a one-time politician who
should know better, to claim that they
have  the  answers  -  I  will  settle  for
formulating the right questions.  If we
can do that, then the answers will come
in good time.

Where  are  we  and how  did  we  get
here? We are at a difficult stage in the
evolution of our community. The vast
majority  of  us  are  second  or  third
generation    or    more.    From    the
begirming  we  spread  out  across  the
length and breadth of the land. As our
standard   of  living   increased,   we
suffered the decline in birthrate that is
now  so typical  of all western society,
compounded  in  our  case  by  cz/z.);i.czfe.
Today we are not much more than half
of our  one-time  number,  with  about
two thirds of us living in London and
the   Home   Counties.   Many   of  our
communities  in  the  regions  are  now
below  the  critical  mass  required  for
survival.

Our faith,  originally reinforced and
constrained  by   the   shtetl   and  the
ghetto,  has  weakened.  Curiously,  our
self-identification has at the same time
increased out of all recognition.  Even
thirty years ago the sight of a /fzz7pczfe in
the  street -  or  even  more,  in  a blue-
blooded bank in the City - would have
been remarkable. The mere suggestion
of  a  me7zorczfe  at  the  bottom  of Park
Lane  at  fzcz7z#4/cczfe   would  have  been
sheer fantasy. Not so today.

We  accept  that  we  are  a  declining
community  yet  we  are  reluctant  to
accept   the   consequences   of   our
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decline.  There  is a polarisation in our
community that my memory tells me
was unknown thirty or forty years ago.
The areas of our community where we
all  work  together  are  limited  -  the
Zionist   organisations,   the   Welfare
institutions      and      our      security
arrangements.   Outside   these,   the
synagogues,   schools,   many  youth
organisations,  are rigidly divided  into
what  I  would  call,  simplistically,  the
progressive  left,  the  moderate  middle
and  the  religious  right,  with  contact
between  them  kept  to  a  minimum.
Indeed   an  outside   observer  might
believe  that  there  is  more  inter-faith
contact  than  dialogue  between  our
groupings,  that  some  of our religious
leaders  would  feel  more  comfortable
in  a  church  or  mosque  than  in  an
altemative  synagogue.  Yet  that  self
same observer would doubtless remark
all  is  not  doom  and  gloom,  for  there
are  many  areas  where  we  do  work
together and these areas are marked by
little enquiry as to the kind of Jew we
are.  Furthermore  the  decade  of  the
nineties   has   begun   to   introduce
considerable change for the better.

First,  we  have  seen  a revolution  in
our  community  welfare  institutions.
Even  at  the  beginning  of the  decade
these  were  fragmented  and  divided,
facing the prospect of an explosion in
demand with little idea of how to cope.
Since  then,  the  emergence  of Jewish
Care, arising out of the amalgamation
of eleven  community welfare  organi-
sations, the merger of Ravenswood and
Norwood,  the  increased  collaboration
of many regional institutions, has revo-
lutionised the welfare  scene.  We now
have  welfare  organisations  that  are
well placed to cope with the demands
of a  community  caught  between  the
pincer movement of an ageing popula-
tion and declining government support.
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Continuity,      another      outward
manifestation  of  our  community's
concern at  our  decline,  was  launched
at  the  beginning  of the  nineties  and
after a few turbulent years was merged
into the JIA to become the UJIA. This
was   significant   for  two   principal
reasons. First it marked the first public
recognition  of the  shift  in  communal
support   from   Israel   to   our  home
community.      After      a      hundred
generations  we  were  the  generation
chosen  to  live  at  the  time  of the  re-
establishment of the State of Israel and
thus  it  was  hardly  surprising  that  for
the first four decades Israel dominated
our thoughts and actions. But as Israel
became a mature economy - its GDP
per   capita   is   already   above   the
European Union average and is likely
to overtake the United Kingdom early
in  the  next  century  -  we  began  to
realise  that  the  greater  needs  were  at
home. So the JIA broadened its appeal
to include Continuity.

The    second    reason    was    that
Continuity,  in  its  few  short  years  of
independent existence, forced many to
define not just that they were Jews, but
what kind of Jew they were. We found,
to the horror of many, that we were not
immune  from  the  worldwide  rise  in
fundamentalism. But there is no doubt
that the merging of Continuity into the
JIA  served  to  dampen  the  fires  of
factionalism  within  our  community.
But  the   fires  are   still   smouldering
beneath the surface.

My   summer   reading   this   year
included  the  recently  published  diary
o£ Victor  Klemperer  -  I  Shall  Bear
Wz.f7zess,  Weidenfield  and  Nicholson.
It  is   a  fascinating  story  with  great
relevance to our times. Victor, a distant
cousin     of    the     conductor    Otto
Klemperer, was the son of a rabbi, but
a rabbi  of a synagogue  so  assimilated
that  it  held  its  services  only  Sundays
and then  only  in  German.  Klemperer
had,  by  the  time  the  diary  opens  in
1932,  become  a  Protestant  and  had
married   a   Protestant.   He   was   a
respected   Professor   of  Romantic
Languages  at Dresden University  and
thought  of himself as  a  German  first
and foremost. Nevertheless, slowly and
inevitably, over the decade of the diary,
he  lost  his  job,  pension,  car,  home,
even  his  typewriter,  living  in  a Jew's
House when the diary ends. It brought
home   to   me   once   again   that   the
privilege of defining who are Jews and
who  are  not,  is  not the prerogative  of
anyone in our community. From time
immemorial  it  has  always  been  the
Gentile  who  has  decided  who  is  the
Jew and we forget that at our peril.

The  superficial  appearance  of  an
inward      looking      and      cohesive
community  -  as  I  suspect  we  still
appear to the non-Jewish observer - is

Continued on next page



not shared by those concerned with the
leadership     or     management     of
community organisations.  We believe
that  we  are  a  divided  and  divisive
community.   The   reason   for   this
impression is  simply  that  for most  of
this  decade  we  seem  to  have  been
concentrating   on  those   areas   that
divide  us,  rather than those  on which

force for Continuity.
There  is  something  that  we  can

learn from this: concentrate on those
areas where we can all agree - and
leave the rest for another day. There
is  much  that  we  can  do  together
throughout the community.

First, in common services. I know
first handjust how much community

What would keep our community together
better than a Janowledge Of Hebrew? It would
reinf;orce our links with the culture Of Israel
which otherwise will become increasingly
distant as the decades pass.

we  can  unite.   If  we  concentrate  on
working  together  where  we  can,  we
will make real progress.

Let  us  look  for  a  moment  at  our
successes,   for  we   have   had  many
during the last few years.

First, the Community Security Trust.
Whatever synagogue we attend, we all
share the  same need for security.  The
evolution of the CST out of the security
activities  of the  Board  of Deputies  is
one of the great success stories of the
decade.  It  matters  not  what  kind  of
Jewish school you are, what synagogue
you attend, what sz.77ccfecz/7 you give, the
security  organisation  is  always  there.
The  most  regular  attendees   at  the
Norwood Ravenswood or Jewish Care
dinner or indeed any communal dinner
for that matter, are the CST, and we all
owe them a great debt of gratitude.

Secondly, our welfare arrangements.
The great success  of Jewish Care, the
way it has captured the imagination of
so many in our community,  is  simply
because all it cares about your beliefs
is  that  you  claim  to  be  a  Jew.  What
kind of Jew they leave to you.

But it is more than that. What Jewish
Care   has   done   is   to   capture   the
imagination  of  many  on  the  very
fringes  of our community,  many  that
identify  in  no  other  way.  Some  help
with      marketing,      others      with
advertising.     Many     among     the
thousands of volunteer workers in our
homes and day centres find their way
back  to  our  community  by  practical
work  in  a  welcoming  atmosphere.  In
many   ways,   albeit   inadvertently,
Jewish  Care  has  been  a  considerable
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money has been saved, and is being
saved every year, out of the merging
of eleven institutions in Jewish Care.
I  do  not  propose  for  one  moment
that  we  merge  any  more  of  our
institutions.  We  need  the  diversity
that they bring.

But  there  are  large  areas  where
savings   could   easily   be   made
without compromising the beliefs or
the   individuality   of  any   of  our
institutions. The world has changed
greatly during the last few years and
it  is  now  possible  to  buy  centrally
such  items  as  telecommunications,
electricity  and  gas.  We  could  pass
on the rates  that the biggest of our

t°hre8£::;:€£s°::  theneb8e°nt::Ltte of :£:
smallest. We could even reduce the
costs  of the  largest by grouping  all
our   community   purchases   and
negotiating  on  behalf  of  all.  That
way we  could  save the  community
hundreds  of  thousands  of pounds
each  year,  without  compromising
the beliefs of any.

The   provision   of  accounting
services  is  another  area  where  a
Community   central   purchasing
agency would make a great deal of
sense   and   save   a  great   deal   of
money. There are many other areas
where   this   could   apply.   Take
insurance.       There      must      be
community   buildings   valued   at
many  hundreds  of millions,  if not
billions,  of  pounds  being  insured
each  year.   It  is  well  within  our
competence to create a Community
Insurance  Company,  which  could

take  the  primary  risk  and re-insure  the
balance.  Just the  thought that we  could
build a matrix of working together where
we  can  and  respecting  our  differences
where  we  cannot,  would  revolutionise
community attitudes.

There are other areas where we could
work  together.  What  would  keep  our
community   together   better   than   a
knowledge    of   Hebrew?    It    would
reinforce  our  links  with  the  culture  of
Israel   which   otherwise   will   become
increasingly distant as the decades pass.
Today,  when  technology  can  reach  out
to   all   our  homes,   when   the   coming
generation    accepts     computers     as
everyday, it is negligence, at best, on our
part that we have not created a means of
delivering  Hebrew  language  training  to
all.  This  could  be  done  without  fear  of
any  fecz/czfrfez.c  dispute.

You may think all of this fanciful and
impossible.   It  I.s   fanciful,   improbable
perhaps,  but  certainly  not  impossible.
But  how  would  it  all  come  about?  Is
there an organisation in our community
that could bring us all together? The only
one  on  offer  is  the  Board  of Deputies.
The trouble is, and I write as a Deputy of
a  few  months  standing,  that  no-one  in
the    community    takes    the    Board
seriously.   Its  one  proclaimed  virtue  is
irrelevant.  Democracy  is  important in  a
legislature that creates laws that bind us
all. The Board passes no laws. Anyway,
as for democracy, can anyone recall the
last time when an election for a Deputy
to the board had been fiercely contested?
If these positions were really  important
they   would  be   the   highlight   of  the
communal year.

If there is to be a body that brings us
together   then   it   has   to   consist   of
members   who   select   themselves   by
virtue  of leading  or  working  in  a  wide
range   of  our  community   institutions.
This  is  not  the  present  Board  and  the
Board   will   have   to   recreate   itself,
probably before the election of the next
President,  or they  may  find that  a new
body  has  come  into  being  and  usurped
the  role  that  the  Board  thought  their
birthright.  I very much hope that such a
body, or a reformed Board, will be there
in the early years of the new century. For
if  our   community   is   to   continue   to
prosper  in  the  difficult  conditions  that
lie   ahead   we   will   have   to   be   both
courageous  and  imaginative.  We  have
many of ability in our community. Now
is the time to start working together 11

RT. HON. LORD YOUNG OF GRAFFHAM PC
was a solicitor before  entering politics  and served
as  a  cabinet  minister  and  Chail.1nan  of the  Con-
servative Party.  He was President of Jewish Care
for much of the 1990s and has also served as Presi-
dent of British Ort.
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THE PEA  ENIK?
Tony Klug

protagonists kicked it into  oblivion  at
the   Wye   Plantation,   Maryland,   in
October  1998.

As the showdown at Wye was run-
ning its course, much of the speculation
among  Israelis  and  Palestinians  cen-
tred on whether Israeli Prime Minister
Netanyahu, bolstered by his robust new
Foreign   Minister  General   Sharon,
would  in the  end  shun  a  deal  that  in-
volved relinquishing  further territory.
Or whether he would yield  on paper,
only  to  renege  at  the  implementation
stage by courtesy of the inevitable fail-
ure of the Palestinian Authority, PA, to
live up to the stringent security require-
ments  demanded  of it.  Few  believed
that Netanyahu would agree to a terri-
torial withdrawal with the intention of
actually  canying  it  out.  Yet  this  was
and is the most likely scenario.

Binyamin Netanyahu was elected in
May  1996 on an ambiguous platform.
He  publicly  pledged  to  abide  by  the
Oslo Accords,  even though he openly
despised  them.   Simultaneously  he
promised his supporters on the nation-
alist and religious right that he would
not return a single blade of the Land of
Israel. His bluff was initially calledjust
a few months into his term when pres-
sure  from  many  quarters,  but  most
importantly  from the  US,  forced him
to  honour the  previous  govemment's
legally  binding  commitments  and  re-
linquish   80   per   cent   of  Hebron.
Characteristically, he delayed and ob-
structed and insisted on conditions that
will   explode   sooner  or  later  in  the
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faces  of  the  450  Jewish  settlers  en-
sconced  in  the  middle  of  a  city  of
130,000 Palestinians. But in the end he
did comply. Barring an earthquake, he
will comply again, even if he exercises
one  of the  built-in pretexts to  deviate
from the  tight twelve-week timetable
agreed at Wye. He has no more realis-
tic  choice now than then.  This would
be true  of any Israeli prime minister,
and Bibi Netanyahu likes being prime
minister.  VThen  forced  to  choose  be-
tween ideology and ego, ideology will
invariably take the back seat.

Besides, the agreements on the terri-
torial  aspects   of  the  Wye  package,
including  a  staged  Israeli  pullback
from  an  additional  13  per cent of the
West Bank, had been virtually sealed
in  the  months  preceding the  summit.
Something tangible had to be given to
neutralise the threat of a violent explo-
sion by the Palestinian population and
to  forestall  a unilateral  declaration  of
Palestinian statehood by PA President
Arafat in May 1999 with its unpredict-
able  consequences.  Certainly,  such  a
state would receive the  instant recog-
nition of the overwhelming majority of
other  countries.   The   discussions   at
Wye  concentrated  more  on  the  secu-
rity  aspects  and  ancillary  questions
such  as the  Gaza  airport,  passage  be-
tween  the  Gaza  Strip  and  the  West
Bank, the release of palestinian prison-
ers   and   formal   revisions   to   the
Palestinian Charter.

Compliance with the terms of Wye
will leave Israel in full control of just
60  per  cent  of West  Bank  territory,
with  further  negotiations  on  future
withdrawals pending. The main towns
apart     from     Hebron     had     been
relinquished  in  an  earlier  Oslo  phase
under the previous government, in the
face  of  formidable,  Netanyahu-led
opposition.  Now  the  gamekeeper  has
turned  poacher   and  the   sense   of
betrayal  by  his   erstwhile  political
colleagues  runs  very  deep.  They  are
still  his  conscience  and  they  will  be
sure to exploit this to the full. But they
and  the  allied  settler  movement  will
have   to   make   do   with   essentially
symbolic  gestures - damaging to  the
cause  of peace though they doubtless
will be -as the Israeli right proceeds to
fall out with itself and goes through a
painful realignment. It will maintain a
capacity to  cause mischief.  But it not
longer possesses the clout-short of the
more extreme elements committing an
outrageous  act  of  violent  sabotage,
which  alas,  carmot  be  ruled  out - to
reverse the  momentum  set in train in
Oslo and to resist its ultimately logical
extension of a Palestinian state.
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The first Oslo Accord,  spawned by
initially secret negotiations in Norway
in  1993,  focused territorially on Gaza
and  Jericho.  Two  years  later,  under
Oslo 2, the agreement was extended to
the  rest  of the  West  Bank.  In  stark
contrast  with  the  past,   Israeli   and
Palestinian   leaders   simultaneously
recognised  the   symbiotic  nature   of
their  relationship.  For  decades,  each
side  had  measured  its   advances   in
terms  of  the  setbacks  of  the  other,
resulting  in  an  endless  decline  in  the
conditions  of them  both.  Hope  for  a
better future had been a fading fantasy.

Almost overnight, Oslo transformed
a  win-lose  approach  into  a  win-win
approach. The accords ran to hundreds
of pages and contained many annexes
but,  in  essence,  both  parties  resolved
to  recognise  "their  mutual  legitimate

and  political  rights"  and  to  replace
"decades of confrontation and conflict"

with  "peaceful  co-existence,  mutual
dignity and security". They looked for
a "historic reconciliation" and regarded
the  peace  process   as  "irreversible".
They would "strengthen understanding
and   tolerance"   and   curb   hostile
propaganda.  The  educational  systems
would "encourage a spirit of peace".

More tangibly, Israel recognised the
formerly    outlawed    PLO    as    the
representative of the Palestinian people
and   its   negotiating   partner,   and
undertook   to   release   Palestinian
prisoners. The PLO renounced the use
of terrorism  and  all  acts  of violence,
recognised  Israel's  right  to  exist  in
peace  and  security  and  regarded  as
invalid  all  articles  in  the  Palestinian
Covenant  that  contradicted  this.  An
elected    Palestinian    Council    and
President  -  Palestinian  Authority  -
would     function     as     an     interim
government    for    the    Palestinian
population of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip.  Israeli military forces would be
gradually withdrawn  from designated
areas  of the  West  Bank  over  an  18-
month  period,  although  Israel  would
continue to be responsible for external
security,  foreign  relations  and  Jewish
settlements.        Numerous        joint
committees  and  bodies  were  set  up.
After a maximum five-year transitional
period,   the   interim   arrangements
would  be  replaced  by  a  permanent
settlement,   negotiations   for  which
would   commence   three   years   in
advance.   These   would   cover   such
thorny    issues    as    final    borders,
Jerusalem, refugees, water and Jewish
settlements,  but  it was  hoped that the
climate  generated  over  the  five-year
period  would  make  their  resollition
more tractable.

The optimism was contagious. Israel
and Jordan signed a full peace treaty in
October  1994.  In Cairo, the following
year, Egypt, Jordan, Israel and the PA
agreed  to  form  an  unofficial   `peace
bloc',  and looked forward to building
cross-border  highways,   promoting
trade, integrating their electricity grids,
co-ordinating  tourism  and  forming
joint  business  ventures.   Mauritania
became  the  third  Arab  state  to  open
full  diplomatic  relations  with  Israel,
while  diplomatic  advances  were  also
made   with   Yemen,   Oman,   Qatar,
Tunisia   and  Morocco   -  all   since
virtually  frozen.   For  the  first  time,
Israel joined the boards of UN bodies.
Israel  and  Syria  engaged  in  serious
territory-for-peace  negotiations,  the
successful completion of which would

Continued on next page
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have  led to  a comprehensive regional
settlement,   embracing   other  Arab
states.

It was a glimpse of what might have
been.  But there were militant factions
on both  sides for whom it was  a total
anathema,  signalling  the  end  of their
most grandiose designs, whether with
an Israeli or Arab, Jewish or Muslim,
imprint.  The  spate  of terror  attacks
unleashed  on  both  populations,  most
notably  the  massacre  by  an  Israeli
settler of 29 Muslim worshippers  in a
Hebron   mosque   and   the   Hamas-
instigated  suicide bombings  of Israeli
cities   which   killed   and   maimed

neighbouring   states,  bound  by  the
rights   and  responsibilities   of  such
structures,  to  find  ways  of resolving
the outstanding matters between them.

The  Wye  agreement  has  returned
Oslo  to  centre  stage,  but bereft  of its
spirit and goodwill.  It will  trundle  on
because  it  is  now  the  only  game  in
town  and  because  a  US  government,
eager  to   curry  favour  in  the  Arab
world,  particularly  over  its  periodic
confrontations with Iraq, will keep up
the  pressure  on  Israel  to  abide  by  its
commitments.  And  for his  part,  how-
ever reticently, Netanyahu has become
a player.  His  antics  over Hebron  and

The spate Of terror attacks unleashed on both
populations, most notably the massacre
by an Israeli settler Of 29 Muslim worshippers
in a Hebron mosque and the
Hamas-instigated suicide bombings Of
Israeli cities which lulled and maimed hundreds ,
were perversely blamed on `peace' .

hundreds,  were  perversely blamed  on
`peace'.    Stonings,    knifings    and

shootings  by  and  of Israeli  settlers  in
the  West  Bank  were  commonplace.
Meanwhile, the daily humiliations and
beatings   of  Palestinians   by  Israeli
forces, and the closures of whole West
Bank towns and villages in response to
the terror tactics of the few, continued
to  brutalise  both  the  victims  and  the
perpetrators    and   stir   up    further
resentment.  The  open  admiration  in
some  Israeli  circles  for  the  orthodox
Jewish   assassin   of  Israeli   Prime
Minister Yitzhck Rabin in November
1995 was a waning sign of the effects
on an open and democratic  society of
maintaining  an  occupation  that  had
lasted far too long.

The   Oslo   agreements   had   their
flaws,  but  that  did  not  make  them
flawed     agreements.     The     chief
weakness  was  the   long,   drawn-out
timetable.   This   was   a  gift  to   the
saboteurs. The failure actively to excite
the involvement of the two populations
was  a  vital  opportunity  missed.  The
swift  establishment  of  a  Palestinian
state,   albeit  demilitarised,   alongside
the  state  of Israel,  placing  them  on  a
basically  equal  footing,  might  have
been   a   better   route   to   trust   and
confidence  than  the  slow,  precarious
build-up. It would then have fallen on
the  recognised  governments   of  two

then  at Wye  may have  been  obstruc-
tive, petty and distasteful but they have
all played their part in Netanyahu buy-
ing into the process and making it his.
Previously,  it  had  been  a piece  of an
unwanted inheritance. Yasser Arafat's
reference to him for the first time as his
peace partner at the  Wye  signing cer-
emony was more than rhetoric.

But  for the  present,  the  Netanyahu
government  no   longer  possesses   a
vision. It is merely engaged in damage
control.  Insofar  as  there  is  an  aim  or
strategy, it is to resist Palestinian aims
and   strategy.   The   Oslo   and   Wye
agreements     will     inch     forward,
coughing  and  spluttering,  but  their
complexity and vulnerability will leave
them permanently perched on a knife-
edge.   Their  reluctant  stage-by-stage
achievements   will   receive   plaudits
from   no   one.   They   will   leave   a
patchwork  of Jewish  and  Palestinian
enclaves, each feeling encircled by and
hostage   to   the   other.   The   end   of
occupations    will    still    feel    like
occupation   and  continue   to   invite
resistance.  Draconian  Israeli  security
requirements will reinforce Palestinian
police-state  tendencies.   It   is  not   a
happy picture.

The best way forward for the Israeli
government at this stage is to get ahead
of  the  game  by  finally  recognising
there  is  no  realistic  -  or  desirable  -

alternative to a Palestinian state to meet
the  compelling  needs  and  aspirations
of the  approximately  two-and-a-half-
million Palestinians who currently live
on the West Bank and Gaza  Strip,  to
say  nothing  of those  in  exile,  and by
generously     co-operating     in     its
construction. Engaging a citizenship in
the process of creating its own state is
the  best  available  guarantee  against
terrorism. If the inevitability of such a
state  was  not  already  obvious  two  or
three  decades  ago,  there  can  be  no
excuse  today.  Indeed,  the  PA  already
possesses many incipient features of a
state. Indicatively, the arch hawk Ariel
Sharon has himself recently conceded
its   inevitability   in  principle,   while
reportedly   seeking   to   confine   its
jurisdiction over the West Bank to just
40 to 45 per cent.

The  important  issues  ahead are the
structure,  nature  and  stability  of the
future   state   and  the   quality   of  its
relations with Israel. These in turn will
have  a  direct  bearing  on  another  of
today' s urgent questions, the mounting
internal strife within Israeli society and
the  future  nature  of the  Israeli  state.
The Israeli  leadership  can continue to
fight "like a lion" for every centimetre
of land, as a tough-sounding but short-
sighted  and  mean-spirited  Netanyahu
described  his   negotiating   stance   at
Wye.   Or   it   can   recognise   that   a
truncated,  non-viable, non-contiguous
Palestinian  state,  far  from  defusing
tensions  and  leading  to  an  ultimate
resolution  of  the  conflict,  will  only
serve  to  exacerbate  the  grievances  of
all  parties.  The  impending  territorial
withdrawals    will    have    achieved
nothing.

The     present     government,     as
constituted   at  the   end   of  1998,   is
inherently  incapable  of  grasping  the
nettle  and  displaying  the  necessary
foresight and magnanimity. It needs to
be  replaced.  This  is  likely  to  happen
either  through  an  early  election  or
through Netanyahu establishing a fresh
coalition,   replacing   the   National
Religious  Party  and  far-right  factions
with  pro-Oslo  forces  to  his  left.  But
beyond a change of government, there
is a compelling need for a fundamental
change of attitude and approach. Israel
still  has  the  upper  hand.   Her  own
future,    as    well    as    that    of   the
Palestinians,   will   depend   on  how
wisely she now chooses to play it I

DR  TONY  KLUG,  ar#  /.#/eJ.#o/z.o#cz/  j.e/afj.o#s
specialist. is a tnlstee Of the International Centre
for  Peace  in  the  Middle  East  and  formerly
headed  international  development  at  Amnesty
International.  He  curl.ently  I.uns  a  commei.cial
Company.
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MY SON THE FRUMM RABBI
Robert Jackman

REACTIONS      VARY      BE-
tween   astonishment,   curios-
ity, pleasure and commiseration

-often phrased as ``it could be worse".
This  equates  "religious-son"  with the
great diseases which are mentioned in
hushed tones behind open palms, pfffe,
piffe  -  how  does  one  write  the  dry-
spitting  sound which keeps  away the
evil   eye-haczz.72cz   feorcz.?   Examples   are

given  of  children  who  have  been
seduced by the Moonies, drugs or have
"married-out"  -  more p#fe,  p#fe  with

sad stories of grandparents who see all
their grandchildren except those of the
daughter  who  married  the  black-hat
haredi f rum-as-aL-day an.

No,  Sammy is not a black-hat.  No,
it's probably not a passing phase. Yes,
we are Reform. Yes, he's at a  yesfez.1/cz
on the West Bank where he intends to
become a rabbi. Yes, he went to Oxford
where  he  studied  maths  officially,
Aramaic  and  Gemara predominantly,
and Yes, it certainly makes life harder.

As  a  chatterbox  2-year-old,  Alyth
was the  only place  where he  stopped
talking and at Elmcroft Nursery, where
he wore a felt policeman hat day and
night,  the  Head,  Mrs  Collins,  called
him her little /r#"772er.  From a young
age   he   was   a   regular   on   Friday
evenings  until  six  months  before  his
bczrmz.fzvcz%   when   he   started   going
every Sfeczbbczf moming as well. Unlike
his contemporaries, he just kept going.
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On    his    year    out    on   A4czcfeo#    -
educational  institute  -  in  Israel,  he
finally realised that he found more of
the answers he sought in Orthodoxy.

The   Rabbis   tell   the   story   that
everybody knows  rorczfe in the womb,
forgets it at birth and spends a lifetime
finding it again. His early interest and
innate knowledge gave us the uncanny
feeling that he still I.emembered it.

We   benefited   from  being  very
content with our Refomi Judaism and
way of life. We have never kept kosfeer
and  made  it  clear  that  we  had  no
intention  of  changing.  But  we  were
very  supportive  and  suggested things
to  him  such  as  purchasing  his  own
oven;   it   spent   his   university   life
travelling up and down the motorway.
In   contrast,   orthodox  parents   are
sometimes  told by their  children that
they  are  not kos%er enough,  religious
enough, and acrimony results. Sammy
always says that honouring his parents
takes precedence and he is constant, in
spite of our disbelief and annoyance at
some  of  the  seemingly  unbelievable
minutiae of our religion.

At seder during Sammy's  last year
at university,  we  thought  it might be
our  last  all  together.  Sammy's  rules
and  tenseness  made  it  less  enjoyable
than   normal.   We   do   enjoy  LsccJer
enormously, especially our '78 Reform
f7czggedcz/7   with  various   stories   and
songs   which   are   firm   tradition.

Thankfully,   after   six   months   at
yes%z.vczfe  he  retuned with  a  different
attitude.  Nothing  was  discussed but  I
assume he was advised that as long as
the  story  is  told,  the  rest  is  `family
minhag'   a,rLd  any   `Hallel'  which  ±s
omitted   can   be   read   after   `C%czd
Gczc7};c}'    and    the     tired    family's
departure.  Seder  evenings  have  been
more    enjoyable    each   year.    The
downside  is  that  the   less  religious
relatives decline the invitation. The late
start  and  early moming  finish  do  not
suit everybody.  The fourteen that still
come  all  say - well,  nearly all - that
the  four hours  including  a slow meal
seem  to  fly  past.  I  feel  the  same  but
carmot explain why.

Problems arose when Sammy started
cooking his  own  food and bringing  it
to the table on Friday evening, placing
his  own tablecloth over ours.  We had
to be very careful not to pass our plates
and dishes, over his spot. His younger
brother   once   dropped   a   sliver   of
chopped liver on the special tablecloth.
This was wrapped up  and despatched
to the laundry box. Sammy reappeared
with  a  new  cloth  from  the   airing
cupboard  enquiring  whether  it  was
clean.   This   was   one   of  the   rare
occasions  when  his  mother  flipped  a
little, and informed him, albeit calmly,
that "No -that particular cloth has only
just  come  back  from  wrapping  the
pig".   He  never  asked  that  question
again but we became more careful and
yet   another  7„esfeoogczs  became  the
norm.

His   Oxford  College,   Keble,   was
started by  Anglicans  in  the  1870s.  It
was one of the later colleges to accept
Jews.    With    Sammy    they    were
extremely understanding. Their policy
with the stiff-necked Jew was resigned
acceptance  that  winning  would  be
unlikely so, in p.c. mode, they accepted
everything.

I sometimes felt like ringing them to
complain but saw that my position was
invidious. Sammy was allowed to miss
dinners  and  was  given permission  to
build a s#4kczfe  on the roof - this  was
subsequently withdrawn for insurance
reasons,  probably  after  the  risks  of
young Jews celebrating on a couple of
glasses  of Palwin  wine  on  a  flat roof
with     low     parapet     were     fully
considered.   The   szzfr4czfe   was   then
removed to Lincoln College.

In  May  this  year,  about  two  years
after he  left  Oxford,  we  attended his
graduation. His peers graduated in '97
but  this  had  not  coincided  with  his
Pesczc%-month   holiday.   The   main
problem  revolved  around  Oxford's
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unreasonable insistence on continuing
their  age-old  custom  of having  the
event  on  a  Saturday.  Perversely,  we
understand that next year the ceremony
will  take  place  on  a  Friday  -  stiff
necked Jewry wins again.

E-mails   flew   and   all   necessary
arrangements were made. Three tickets
are allocated per graduate so only 3 of
us could go. We would stay in an hotel
and eat at Shmuel Boteach's L'Chaim
Society   on   Friday.   Sammy  would
arrive  pre  s%czbbczz,   stay  in  a  friend's
room and we would eat there prior to
the   ceremony.   Pre-planning   was
essential.   All  the  food  was  bought
Friday  in  Frumville  -  also  known  as
Golders  Green Road,  and transported
by  freezer  box  to  the  friend's  room.
The freezer box had to be returned to
the hotel before L5feczbbcz/.  He would not
let us  remove  the  box  during sfeczbbczf
as  it  is  wrong  to  allow  or  encourage
others  to  break  the  s%czbbczf.   Sammy,
therefore,  zoomed  round  to  the  hotel
wheeling  the  empty  Costco  freezer-
size picnic box, dispersing pedestrians
into the fences and gutters.

The major problem revolved around
the cloak. This needed to be tested for
a  wool/linen   mixture.   Hiring   was
therefore   out   of  the   question  but
thankfully a friend with the necessary
cloak,   fur   `wrap'   and  mortar  was
found. Sfeczf/#es was tested for and the
cloak contained none of the offending
mixture.

The    day    dawned    sunny    and
remained perfect.  We  spent  Saturday

moming  walking  into  the  numerous
co]]eges   and  eavesdropping  on   the
var].ous   foun.st  guides   to   test   our
knowledge   of   languages.   On   all
previous visits we had visited nothing
more  than  the  Jewish  Society  in  the
Oxford Synagogue.

Stuffed  full  of  fishcakes,  smoked
salmon,   apple  cakes  and  countless
other delicacies,  we reached Keble  at
2.00pm.  We  received  our  tickets  and
wandered   back   to   the   Sheldonian
Theatre where we could hang over the
rail   and   wave   to   the   only   fez.j7pczfe-
wearing graduate.  Sammy meanwhile
was explaining why he could not wear
a pre-graduation  cloak which had not
been   tested   for   s%czZJ7€es.    Within
seconds the `scout' had asked the Dean
and   consent   was   given.   Another
example  of p.c.  at  all  times  or  `stiff
necked  Jewry  wins  again'.  Anyway,
they  all  marched   along  in  a  fine
column.     Sammy    was    the    only
supplicantis  already  wearing  the  full
regalia of a graduate with the fox fur
stole  and  mortar.  Being  s%czbbczf,   he
could  wear   it   but   not   carry.   The
weather being windy, he spent most of
the walk with his hand on his mortar.

The  entire  ceremony  was  in  Latin.
The   venerabilis   supplicantes   were
introduced by their respective  Deans.
They  then  bowed  to  the  University
Chancellor Lord Jenkins of Hillhead -
yes,  Woy  the  one-time  Chancellor  of
the    Exchequer    -    and    his    two
henchmen. Then they went out so that
they  could  all  return looking  like  our

The stiff necked Jew doesn't bow.
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Sammy had from the outset. When the
first     older-]ookjng     suppJjcantjs
refumed  jn  a  sfurming  red  and  blue
cloak,  they  kneeled  in  front  of Lord
Roy  who  patted  them  fairly  heavily
with a monster tome,  reciting "Padre,
fils..." as he bopped the four.

My  heart  sank  to  my  toes  but  the
usher  assured  me  that  only  theology
students were so honoured. We have a
lovely  photo  of  3  graduates  bowing
and  the   stiff  necked  one  desisting.
Somebody told me that all the students
reluctantly attend the graduation only
to please their parents. After suffering
11/2  hours  of Latin  and partaking  in  a
ceremony  dripping  with  pomp  and
tradition,  they  find  great  excitement
and  pride   in   having   participated.
Sammy   on   the   other   hand   was
noncommittal and only concerned that
it had been enjoyable and meaningful
for us.

He has now returned to his yes fez.vczfe
but  has  had  to  reduce  his  13-hour-a-
day  studying routine.  A  rebbz.fze7?  has
been  looking  for  a  sfez.dd££c%  for  him.
The routine is that the sfecrdcfecz# gives
him details of a potential introduction,
he says `yes' but until recently has not
actually    met    anybody.    All    the
prospective  brides  have  balked  at the
thought   of  marrying   a   virtually
penniless  student with many years  of
studying and penury ahead. Numerous
rejections   have   now   finally   been
followed  by  a  positive  reaction.  It  is
the  rule  that  the  couple  must  meet
twice.  This  is  wise  because  the  first
meeting   is   likely   to   be   tense   and
unnatural.  This  was  exactly  the  case
with  Sammy's  first  date.  The  second
meeting  has  led to  more,  always  in  a
public   place  with  enthusiastic   but
guarded  letters  home  giving  relevant
details.

We hope that Sammy finds the right
sfez.c7c7ifcfe,  becomes  a  rabbi,  which  he
feels is his destiny and comes back to
England,  his  current plan, possibly  in
six  years,  probably  with  numerous
children and then goes on to teach and
share his enthusiastic love of the rorczfe
with a small community somewhere in
England  or  perhaps  even  behind  the
"ex Iron Curtain".

What makes us so happy about it all
is that Sammy has become a contented
person and so at peace with himself I

ROBERT  JACKMAN  wc!s  bo7-H  I.H   /94j,   I.s
married to Mickey and has tlu.ee othe}. children.
Iiana, Ai.iella and Josh.  He divides his time be-
tween   practising   as   a   chartered   sLirveyor,
playing golf,  attending  the  North  Western  Re-
form  Synagogue,  Alyth  Gardens  and worrying
aboi,it his family.
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IDEAL RABBI

Alex Scott

I  DO  NOT  HAVE  ANY  FIRM
religious   beliefs    or   faith   in
God,  but I  do think that Judaism

MY KIND OF SHUL
Observation and stoitistics which never

lie confirm the worrying fact that fewer and
fiewer people in their 20s and 30s are joining

Reform and Liberal synagogues. They have been
dubbed the `missing generation'. TMAINNA

decided to ask a number of young women and men,
either about to leave or having recently

lefit university, to write about the hind Of synagogue
or Jewish community that they might

be persuaded to join.
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can  play  a  positive  role  in  my  life.  I
find   Jewish   teachings   and   ethics
helpful as a guide to how I should live
my life and interact with other people.
Judaism   is   spiritually  inspiring,   by
which I mean that its songs, poems and
prayers  make  me  realise  that  there  is
more to life than the next bleep of the
mobile phone.  I  also  think that being
part of a synagogue  community is  an
excellent    way    to    meet    people,
participate in social ventures and make
life-long friends, as I did when I went
to cfeecJer and youth club. Many people
manage  to   fulfil  these  basic  needs
without  affiliating  themselves  to  any
religious   institution.   But   I   have
enjoyed being part of a synagogue  in
the past and I am sure that I will want
to join one in the future. I will tell you
what I am looking for.

First, I am most likely to join a Pro-
gressive  community,  as  I believe that
Judaism  can  and  should  change,  and
that each person should take responsi-
bility  for  their  own  actions.  An  ideal
community  would  treat   everyone
equally and fairly, would engage with
the modem world, but would also re-
spect   its   Jewish   ancestry   and   its
heritage  of accumulated  wisdom.  An
ideal rabbi would teach the community
by  challenging  accepted  ideas,  spark-
ing  lively  debates  and  reworking  old
ideas  in new and accessible ways.  He
or she would be controversial and full
of character, but also approachable and
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considerate.
On a spiritual level, I am looking for

a  synagogue which has beautiful  and
uplifting services.  I  enjoy listening to
the choir at West London Synagogue,
as I enjoy hearing an orthodox cfeczzcz#
chant the prayers, but I also value indi-
vidual  participation  in  the  songs  and
prayers.    The    RSGB   sz.ddwr   and
77tczcfezor are excellent,  as they are full
of thought-provoking  study passages,
tuneful songs and prosaic prayers, and
they  avoid  the  tedious  repetitions  of
the  orthodox  service.  I  also  want  to
experiment  with  more  informal  serv-
ices,  maybe  in  someone's  house  or
outdoors, using a guitar or other instru-
ments,   secular  readings  and  some
creative input from everyone.

The sort of community I am looking
for is hard to judge. I enjoy small-scale
activities  with  a  few  Jewish  friends,
like having a sfeczbbczf dinner together,
but  I  would  also  like  to  meet  more
people and get involved in communal
activities on a larger scale. Ideally, my
synagogue  will  be  medium  sized,
young and friendly. It will also be open
to non-Jewish friends who may wish to
come along once in a while.

I do not know if the Jewish commu-
nity that I am looking for exists out in
the  real  world,  but  my  ideal  can  cer-
tainly  give  everyone  something  to
work towards .

A:IHX SCOTT attended cheder and youth club
at West London Synagogue and has just finished
studying history at Cambridge.

WHAT BENEFITS

Rebecca Collins

A#ry:"HP#g+IT::e:D":€X#£gr\:s#drcr:D:;fA
hope that I would feel happy to join a
synagogue after my graduation.  But I
am  aware  that  there  are  others  who
have  not  felt  so  welcomed  or valued
within their community and therefore
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as a group we form part of the missing
generation on synagogue membership
lists.

There are changes that communities
could  make  to  encourage  us  to  join
them.   Central   to   these   must   be
openness, friendliness and a little pinch
of excitement.  It  is  essential  to  be  a
community     which     notices     the
individual.  It is hard to  sit alone on a
Saturday moming and a few welcomes
aLnd a.  "Shabbat  Shalom"  ca,rL rnelk!e  a.
huge  and  lasting  difference.  Maybe
synagogues   could   arrange   simple
events  specifically  for  our  age  group
such   as   social   or  learning  groups
offering   a   chance  to   share   ideas
without the  intimidating fear that our
religiousness   could   be   an   issue.
Something that is not the Ladies Guild,
Synagogue Council or Religion School
Staff -incidentally the route I used to
"gain admission" - but simply a group

sharing fresh ideas.
Sadly,  but  influentially,  synagogue

membership  is  not  cheap  and  for the
recent graduate with large debts, rarely
presents an image of value for money.
Join a sports club and we know what to
expect  in  return.  Join,  as  it  were,  a
religious club and the benefits are less
clear but certainly not less  expensive.
Once we start to contemplate marriage,
children and even our own mortality, a
synagogue  can  offer  the  structure  to
allow these events to have an element
of Jewishness - the Cfe#j7pczfe,  the Bczr/
Bczf77!z./zi/czfe.  But as a young, independ-
ent  graduate  within  whose   list  of
ambitions marriage comes below half
way,  these  important  components  of
the   Jewish   establishment   are   not
enough  to  entice  us  to  part  with  our
cash.

Therefore, as well as taking account
of ways  to  create  a  welcoming  com-
munity,  new  members,  particularly
young new members, need time to en-
joy the benefits, to explore the various
groups  and  opportunities  for  spiritual
fulfilment  on  offer  and  to  find  their
niche   in  what  can  often  be  a  very
daunting group of people. If it is clearly
felt that your community wants you for
you  and  not  your  contribution  to  the
hall  hire  or new  kitchen  or  education
resources,  then  the  response  may  be
altogether more positive.

We are told that the more you put in,
the  more  you  get  out.  That  saying  is
undoubtedly true, but first we need to
be  given  the  opportunity  to  find  our
own way to put in. Too old to draw the
festival  pictures  and  play  supervised
table tennis, yet too young to fry /czz/ces
and  gc¢/Je  fish  for  the  thousands.
Communities  which  take  time  to  fit

young people  somewhere  in between
would persuade me to join them  I

REBECCA    COLLINS    -    grew    %p    I.#
Winchmore  Hill,  North  London,  as  a  family
member   of  Soulhgate   &   District   Reform
Synagogue,  moved to  Cardiff two years  ago to
study  Applied  Psychology at the university and
is a student member of Cardiff Now Synagogue
where she  teaches  at  the  Religion  School.  Last

year she was also on the committee of Cc[].dijf's
J-Soc.

TOTAL EQUALITY

Lauren Cohen
"FTrmh:a!Vlh::3rs?::sc:r:e:edot::

yea.I in shul on Rosh Hashanah. It was
not  my s%#/,  but  it was  your  average
`OrJfeodor. '  community,  where  walk-

ing  to  shul  actually  means  driving  as
far as the  car park around the comer.
Keeping Sfeczbbcz/ actually means hav-
ing  Friday  night  dinner  and  going
shopping  Saturday  afternoon.  It  is  all
so   hypocritical.   Although  my  Rosfe
f7czs%cz#czfe   greeting   was   sarcastic,   it
was true and few could argue with it.

When I finally leave university and
go into the big wide world, I will prob-
ably join a synagogue. But I would not
join the kind of s¢£f/ with which I  am
familiar. I do not want to be thought of
as a second class Jew, looked down on
by my community for my level of ob-
servance. I believe that you do not have
to be religious to be a Jew.

The community which I would join
would not  hide  me  away  upstairs  be-
cause I am a woman. Sitting upstairs in
a balcony, taking no part in the service,
comparing  men's  bald  patches   and
women's  hats  may  be  tradition  but  I
think  it  is  a  little  outdated.  I  would
want to feel a part of the whole com-
munity, not the part which `becks' and
bakes /cz.c7d#sfe cakes.

Therefore,  after  graduating  from
University, the kind of synagogue that

Continued on next page
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I  would join  would  accept  me  as  an
equal member, regardless of my level
of observance,  and  regardless  of my
gender.  I  want  explanatory  services,
as I am unable to follow completely in
Hebrew.    To   help   this,    informal
Hebrew and Jewish classes would pro-
vide not only an opportunity to learn,
but  also   to  meet  other  community
members.

Regular  Friday  night  dinners  and
other  social  events  would  bring  the
synagogue to the centre of the commu-
nity,  as  opposed  to just  being  visited
once  a year for  yo772  rot;.  If I went to
the synagogue on a social basis, then I
would not feel so alienated when I went
to a service.  This would help  create a
friendly  community  where  the  mem-
bers would not dread going to sfe#/. To
me  not  only  are  the  other  members
important, but so is the rabbi. To enjoy
sfe£!/ -yes I am sure it can be done!  -
the  general  atmosphere  must  be  wel-
coming  and  relaxed.   Therefore  the
rabbis   should  be   friendly   and  ap-
proachable.  He  or she  should be  seen
as  a part  of the  community,  thus  not
preaching but discussing in services. A
rabbi should encourage people to sAw/,
they should not be forced.

If my dream sfei!/ existed, I would be
likely to feel a part of the community
and attend more regularly. If my dream
s%z,£/ existed my sz.ddi/r might get more
than an armual airing .

LAUREN  COHEN  z.s  cz ¢#a/ );ecr7.  co#2pw/I.ng
student at the University Of East Anglia. She was
born  in  Nottingham  and  is  a  meinber  Of  the
Nottingham United Synagogue.

GLOSSY PUBLICITY

Mare Ozin

THE  PLACE  THAT  FIRST
jumped  to  mind  was  Bez./ JCJcz/
yz.srcze/,    North   Kensington

Reform  Synagogue.   From  the  first
time  I  went  to  services  there,  I  was
impressed  by  the  community  -  how
everyone, no matter what their level of
knowledge,  was  encouraged  to  take
part  in  the  service  and  discuss  the
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weekly  Torah  portion.   I   liked  the
simultaneous  translation  of the  Torah
portion, which really brought it to life
for   me.    Even   after   the    service
concluded  people   continued   their
discussions  and  everyone  seemed  to
know each other so well that I felt that
I would be able to become part of the
community in a short time.

It  helped  that  I  went  there  for  the
first time with people who often attend
the  synagogue.  If I  knew that I  could
go  to  synagogue  with  someone,  not
just be  a stranger in  a community  on
my own, I would be more likely to try
places  out.   A  way  to  organise  that
might be to publish a guide to Reform
synagogues across the country. It could
contain  articles  on  each  synagogue
written  by  young  adult  members  of
each congregation. At the end of each
article  a  couple  of names  and  'phone
numbers,  at least on.e  of each gender,
might  be  listed  so  that  people  would
have a point of contact before going to
synagogue.   They  might  even  have
someone to  sit with  in  services  and  a
place to go for a meal afterwards. This
sort  of guide  could  also  be  aimed  at
young adults who go straight into em-
ployment after school.

I  know  that  I  also  respond  well  to
high  quality  publicity  and  I  suspect
other  young  adults  do  as  well.   Al-
though     the     Saatchi     synagogue
advertising campaign may have put off
some people,  I think it has had a real
impact on young people. Young adults
want to see that communities are seri-
ous about attracting them. Some glossy
publicity  designed  with  the  aid  of
young adult members of communities
or  graphic  design  artists  would  dra-
matically improve the image of many
synagogues.

What synagogues advertise isjust as
important  as  what  they  actually  pro-
vide.   I   would   like   to   see   more
educational  events   aimed  at  young
adults. Let people know that they will
be able to get something out of coming
to a synagogue event other than a pos-
sible  date.  Social  events  are  fine,  but
they  should  be  organised  by  young
adults  themselves,  once  they  are  al-
ready involved in the synagogue.

Finally, I would advocate more op-
portunities   for  young  adults  to   get
involved  in  the  running  of the  actual
community.   Ensure   that  there   are
places for young adults on synagogue
committees and spaces for their voices
and ideas to be heard properly. Young
adults should be involved in every sec-
tion of the community, notjust running
specific  programming  for their peers.
Help  young  adults  to  become  better-

educated, fully-integrated members of
communities.  If I  knew  a  synagogue
that engaged in that process, I think I
could most  certainly be persuaded to
join there. I

IVIALRC OZ;IN grew up at Edgware and District
Reform  Synagogue.  Since  then  his  Jewish  in-
volveinent  has  taken  many  dij:ferent  tiirns.  He
was a "ndrichfor RSY-Netzer, chair Of the Jew-
ish   Society   at   the   University   of  Kent   at
Cantel.bury for  2  yecl].s,  chc[ir  Of the  Southern
Region  of the  Union  of Jewish  Students,  and
Reform Student Co-ordinator fior a summer. He
has also attended Limmud and the International
Student  Standing  Corference  Of Jews,  Chris-
tians and Muslims in Europe. He curl.ently woi.ks
as the IT Administrator for the RSGB .

CHANGE FORMAT

Ben Langleben

T HE  JUDAISM  INDUSTRY,
as     always,     is     examining
its   records   and   is   concerned

about  its  future  growth.  Of particular
concern   to   many   is   the   apparent
shortfall in the number of customers in
the twenty-something age bracket.  As
a member of this age group I have been
asked  what  kind  of  Judaism  shop  I
would like to go to and whether I want
to buy Judaism products at all.

As  a  child  I  only  ever  shopped  at
Finchley  Reform  Synagogue,  one  of
the larger stores in the RSGB chain.  I
enjoyed shopping there very much and
when  I  was  old  enough,  I  even  got
myself a weekend job  there,  stocking
shelves  in  the  children's  department.
For a while I even managed a couple of
shelves.  Meanwhile,  since  the  age  of
thirteen    I    had    also    shopped    at
RSYouthworld,   the   megastore   for
youngsters   also  run  by  RSGB.  Al-
though this store was only open twice
a year I greatly looked forward to each
trip,  where  I  stocked  up  from  their
bountiful   supplies   of  all   kinds   of
Judaism products,  all brilliantly pack-
aged  in  bright  appealing  colours  and
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sold by excellent sales  staff  I aspired
to be like those sales assistants and my
dream became reality when I was  se-
lected    actually    to    work    at    an
RSYouthworld Shemesh store.

After A-levels I went to Israel to do
RSYouthworld's   sfe72czf   diploma   in

young Judaism sales and visited some
more stores in the WUPJ global group.
The Haifa store and Jerusalem's Kol-
HaNeshaMarket  were  both  primarily
adult  shops  with  youth  departments,
like Finchley Refomi Synagogue, but
very different in terms of products and
packaging. The prayer tunes selection
was  particularly  enlightening  com-
pared to the range available in English
stores.  We  also  built  our  own  mock-
store  called  Etgar,  just  for  trainees,
which showed that there are so many
more products and services which can
be stocked than the religo-centric sta-
ples  of most  stores.  This  lesson  was
reinforced by the sojourn at the Lotan
Kibbutzerie which specialises in whole
lifestyle packages.

Back in England and at university, I
did  some  shopping  at  my  local,  inti-
mate,  RSGB  outlet,  while  for  special
requirements I went to the out-of-town
ULPS  store.  However,  I  really  found
myself at home in the campus J-Shop
where everyone was included and the
product  range  had  so  much  more  to
offer than religious items, the  shelves
being full of speakers,  discussion and
socials.

Now I've graduated and am looking
for  a  Judaism  store  which  suits  my
needs,  selling  the  goods  I  want  and
attracting customers whose company I
would enjoy. For ethical reasons I still
want to shop somewhere in the RSGB
or  ULPS  chains,  although  I  find  the
reluctance  to  change  the  shop  fomat
and product range off-putting.  Maybe
I do not actually need to buy Judaism
at all. I grow some of my own at home
and if I cannot find a suitable shop, I
am prepared to  make  do  with what I
have.

My  ideal  shop  would  sell  a  much
broader  range  than  service-centred  J-
ware.  It would offer open-minded and
liberal-democratic  perfumes,  not  just
Obsession  for  Tradition.  Discussions
and appropriate socials would be read-
ily available, as would discount coupons
for High Holyday tickets. It would not
bulk-buy Israeli propaganda but import
some Palestinian issues. Customer serv-
ices could be led on a regular basis by
ordinary shoppers, and decisions would
be autonomous, fearing neither the in-
dignation  of the  Chief Rabbinate  nor
the  sensationalism  of trade  jounals.
And eugenics,  sexual preferences, and
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partners'  race would not prejudice ad-
mission to the loyalty card I

BEN  H  LANGLEBEN  feczs /.ws/ gradwc!/ec7  z.#
history from the university of warvick where he
chained the Jewish-Israeli Society. He has taught
at the cheders in Covent]y and Finchley and led
on  RSY  and ULPSNYC  carmps.  He is  currently
embarking on  a  graduate  training programme
with a market research agency.

WHAT KIND OF
SYNAGOGUE/

COMMUNITY COULD
I BE PERSUADED

TO JOIN?

Shoshana Bloom

HAVING   NOW   ENTERED
the     `real    world',    I    find
myself faced with a number of

new choices  and responsibilities.  One
of   these   concerns   is   synagogue
membership. No longer can I passively
`belong' to whichever shul my parents

have chosen for themselves or consider
an  option  purely  for  its  geographical
convenience.  The choice  is  extremely
important  in  my  life.  A  synagogue  is
more  to  me  than  just  a  piece   of
architecture,   more  than  a  possible
triumph  of interior  design  and  more
than  a place  for me  to  catch  up  with
people two or three times in the Jewish
year. That is why I do not consider the
question of membership lightly.

What choice is there? You can look
at the intricacies of the service and the
position  of women  within  the  syna-
gogue.  To  do  that  without  prejudice
informing  my  decision  and  without
subscribing to generic terms that rarely
apply,  I  feel  that  I  have  to  be  better
informed than  I  am  despite  attending
shul  each  Shabbat.  What  I  do  know
gets inextricably caught up in the poli-
tics  of the  Anglo  Jewry.  The  United
Synagogue is bad because they do this
-  Masorti  and/or  Refomi  is  bad  be-
cause they do that and the Liberal and
Progressive  Movement  because  they
do  the  other.  Each  `faction'  demeans

the others while patting themselves on
their proverbial backs.

What  I  want  at  a  time  when  Lord
Jakobovits, the former Chief Rabbi has
proclaimed  an  almost  worldwide  end
to the external persecution of the Jews
is to find a Synagogue/Community that
does not persist with an internal per-
secution of its own people.

A constant issue with the Diaspora
is that of Jewish  Continuity.  Is  it  any
wonder, with all the pettiness between
different movements, that many of to-
day's  youth  decide to  look elsewhere
for a sense of spirituality and/or fulfil-
ment?  For  a  Rabbi  to  be  denied  the
opportunity to enter one shul because
of his affinity to another seems almost
laughable.  I know that for every Jew-
ish topic of disagreement there can be
cited a number of reasons - halakhic
and  otherwise  -  why  they  s%oz//c7  be
such a bone  of discontent.  But surely
Judaism is more than that.

The Synagogue of my choice is not
one that I would be persuaded to join,
but one that I felt I belonged to.  One
that  offers  inspiration  and  spiritual
fulfilment,   one   whose   only   `door
policy'   is   that  you  personally   are
Jewish,  regardless  of  your  political
beliefs, your parents place of marriage,
your   sexuality   or   your   level   of
knowledge.       One       where       the
congregations   do   not  just  pay   lip
service but have a genuine passion for
their  Judaism,  their  fellow  Jews  and
the  community  at  large.  One  where
there is a  genuine Community.

The   late   Shlomo   Carlebach   z"1
strove  to  create  the  community that  I
have  described  above.  For  him,  your
level of observance was not the great-
est issue for he simply felt love for all
his fellow Jews. His passion is evident
in the vibrant, inspiring and spiritually
uplifting   services   in  his   shuls.   The
genuine Carlebach-influenced commu-
nities  in  North  America  and  Israel
reflect  his  all  embracing  attitudes  re-
gardless   of  someone's   age,   status,
sexuality and have  created a commu-
nity in the true sense of the word.

Maybe   I   am  being   idealistic   in
searching for a synagogal community
that transcends the pettiness of 1990's
Anglo-Jewry. But without idealism we
have nothing to strive for, and I for one
hope that we never cease to  strive for
our ideals.

SHOSHANA  BLOOM  BA  (Hons)  rece#f/}J
graduated from  the  University  of Birmingham
where  she  was  studying  Modern  History  and
Political Science. She has spent time in Israel on
various  Jewish  leadership  coriferences,  taught
Ethiopian and Russian children and studied at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
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MY FINEST HOUR
Harry Jacobi

CC T HE   C.O.   WANTS   TO   SEE
you!"   said   the   Sergeant.   I
wondered  why,  for  I  was  not

aware   of  any   misdemeanour.   The
previous time I was  summoned to the
C.O.  was  six  months  before.  Then  I
knew  exactly  why.  The  charge  was
AWOL  -  Absent without  leave.  Why
did I go AWOL?

Let's go back to the beginning. Born
in   1925   in   Berlin,   I   was   the   last
Bczr77tz./zvczfe   in   the   Friedenstempel
Synagogue  before  its  destruction  on
Kristallnacht   1938.   The  young  new
Rabbi Wemer van der Zyl officiated. I
went to  Holland in  1939  and  escaped
to   England,   thanks   to   the   heroic
initiative   of  a   non-Jewish   Dutch
woman  Truus  Wysmuller,  two  hours
before  the  Dutch  capitulation  to  the
German invaders on May  15th  1940.

The   war-years   were   spent   in   a
refugee  hostel   in  Manchester.   My
desire   to  join   the   Air  Force   was
frustrated    because,    as    a    motor
mechanic.   I   was   in   a    `reserved
occupation'. I was delighted when the
Jewish  Brigade  was  established  after
much   pressure   from   the    yz.sfeifv,
Palestine's   Jewish  population   and
Zionist movements for an independent
Jewish fighting force in the war against
the Nazis.  The  idea  did not appeal to
the  British  government,  who  only

agreed   in   September    1944.    The
Brigadah,     as     it    became     know
colloquially,  consisted  of the  original
three   companies   of  the   `Palestine
Regiment'  plus  an  artillery  and  other
auxiliary units, with a strength of about
5,000 men. I volunteered immediately,
but was not called up until the end of
the war.

We  volunteers  from  England  were
given basic training in the Royal West-
Kent  Regiment  and  then  sent  to  the
2nd Battalion of the Brigade  camp  at
Hoogerheide near Bergen op Zoom in
Holland.

We removed  our Royal  West-Kent
epaulettes   and  proudly   substituted
them with the letters Chet, Yod, Lamed
-  Chayal,  which  stood  for  Chativah
Yehudit Lochemet - Jewish  Fighting
Brigade, and a cloth arm flash made up
of a gold Star of David on a blue and
white background.

The first thing I did on arrival at the
camp  was  to  request  `compassionate
leave'.  I had learned at the end of the
war  that  my  parents,  grandparents,
aunts and a cousin whom I loved like a
brother, had all perished in the Shoah.
But my uncle, who had enabled me to
leave Germany, his wife and daughter
had  survived  Belsen.  They  were  first
neighbours in Amsterdam, then fellow
camp  inmates  with  Arme  Frank  and
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A group of Brigade men from England including Rabbi I Brodie, Senior Jewish Chaplain, HM Forces , deiring his visit to Brigade
H.Q . Reprodeiced f rom w.Tth the JowishBr.+gede, Edward Goldston, London,1947.

her family. I was most anxious to meet
my relations, who had so miraculously
survived.  Three  times  I  submitted  a
written  request  for  compassionate
leave. I presume that, as we were idling
away our time in camp, I would not be
missed  for twenty-four  or forty-eight
hours.   Each  time  my  request  was
ignored. So one Friday together with a
Cfeczve;.,   who  became   my   life-long
friend,  I  hitch-hiked  to  Amsterdam,
briefly saw my relations and returned
on Saturday night. Alas, our deception,
following   Michal's   in   I   Samuel
Chapter  19, was discovered and I was
duly summoned and charged. I pleaded
that I had thrice requested leave, had
felt an overwhelming desire to see and
help my relations again after the Shoah,
and had no intention of deserting. The
C.O.    was    seemingly    impressed,
showed compassion and punished me
with seven days' stop pay.

Now,  summoned again I was filled
with  apprehension.  I  had  reasons  to
dislike my C.O. By then I was a driver

stationed   in   the    small   town    of
Dendermonde   in   Belgium.   I   was
popular  because  it  was  my  duty  to
bring the Do 'czr, mail for the Battalion
in   my   15cwt.   Dodge   truck   from
Brigade  Headquarters   in  Antwerp
every  moming  except  Sfeczbbcz/.   My
arrival back at the barracks was always
eagerly  awaited.   One  day  we  were
ordered   to   `spit   and   polish'   our
vehicles  and uniforms  as  the  Brigade
Commander,   the  Jewish  Canadian
Brigadier Ernest Frank Benjamin was
coming  on  a  tour  of inspection.  Our
C.O.  inspected us flrst, stopped at my
truck, my pride and joy, put his finger
under the front wing, held it under my
nose  and  said  one  word  I  have never
forgotten:  "A4:e/£fcfe/czcfe.J ", dirty. I need
not have worried. On that moming, the
27th June  1946,  he  said:  "Sit  down!"
Usually one stood to attention in front
of  the   C.O.,   but   it   was   general
knowledge that the Brigade was to be
disbanded and discipline, which in the
Brigade had  always been much more

Our C.O. inspected us first, stopped at my truck,
my pride and joy, put his froger under the front
wing, held it under ray nose and said one word I
feczve 7cei;e7'/o7~go#e7£.. "Meluchlach ! ", dz.7'fy.
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casual  than  in  my  former  Regiment
`The  Royal  West  Kent's',  was  even

more relaxed.  "We want you to  drive
to Paris", the C.O. said, "take what you
need  for  an  overnight  stay.  Be  with
your truck at Headquarters in Antwerp
at 8am tomorrow!"

"Yes  Sir!"  At  8am  the  following

morning  they  had   already  started
loading up a 3-ton Dodge Truck.  So I
wasn't going with my `baby', the small
truck, but was expected to drive the 3-
ton  I  had  never  driven before.  "Why
are we going to Paris and what are we
taking?"  I  asked.   I  was  told:   "The
`kindly'   British  are  allowing  us  to

leave  all  our  N.A.A.F.I.   recreational
games  and  sports  equipment  to  the
Jewish displaced persons and refugees
with the Jewish Agency in Paris." This
I could appreciate.

For  some  weeks  we  had  not  been
given our usual free weekly entitlement
of fifty  cigarettes,  plus  200  at  cheap
N.A.A.F.I.  rates and chocolates.  "The
supplies  hadn't reached us,"  we were
told.   In   view   of  Bevin's   callous
disregard, to put it mildly of our Jewish
problems   and  needs,   we   "British"
volunteers in the Brigade were not told
the  truth  and  fobbed  off  as  I  had
discovered a few weeks  earlier.  I  had
again been asked to drive to Antwerp
where  my  truck  was  filled  up  with

Continued on page 20
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ESSAY

ENOUGH  ALREADY?

Lionel Kochan

Just occasionally journal editors gct embarrassed. A very high percentage
Of the books sehi to MAENALfor review relate in some way to the Shoah.

If they are personal testinonies, the editor not infrequently receives
follow-up tele;phone calls pleading fior a review. Along with the

creation Of the State Of Israel, the Shock is the dominating feature Of
20th Century Je;wish history. How can one reasonably ignore another

volume Of analysis or afiurther, moving autobiograpky? A.nd yet -and
here is the embarrassment -is there not a lindt to how rrmch the average

reader can take? MANNIA sent the most recent batch to the distinguished
historicun Li,onel Kochan cued irrvi,ted him to contribute

theMAINNA Essay to this issue.
The books sent were:

The History of an Obsession:  Geman
Judeophobia  and  the  Holocaust  dry
Klaus  P  Fischer,  Constable,  London
1998. pp 532, £25, hb.

Are  You  Here  in  This  Hell  Too?  Bj;
Elizabeth   Sommer-Lefkovits,   The
Menc[].d  Press,  London,  1996,  pp  110,
£7 .99, pb.
Paying for the Past: The Struggle over
Reparations  for  Surviving  Victims  of
the  INazl  Terror  by  Christian  Pross
(Trans. Belinda Cooper) , John Hopkins
University  Press,  Baltimore,  1998,  pp
265, £25. hb.

Studying   the    Holocaust:    Issues,
Readings  and Documents  Z)j/ jio7?77z.e S
Landau,  Routledge,  London  and  Ne:w
York,1998. pp 182. £14.99. hb.

What  News  of the  War?  8);  Roberf
Bober   (trans.  Robin  Buss),  Hamish
Hamilton,   London,   1998,   pp   210,

A9§:faf=::;a¥f:A:¥s:eso¥nst::
quayside,   enjoying  the   afternoon
sunshine.  On the  side  of the  barge  a
poster advertises visits to Ame Frank
House. Among that group of people is
the  writer  of this  article.  Why  was  I
shocked  to  an  unbelievable  degree?

Why is  it shocking to  come  across  a
travel  agency  advertising  `the unique
experience  of visiting  Auschwitz-
Birkenau  concentration  camp'?  Or  a
student society that `looks forward' to
sharing with its members  `the unique
and important experience of a day trip
to Auschwitz'. This is the most recent
developmentintheHolocaustindustry.
Already a decade ago the then Chief
Rabbi    Sir   Immanuel   Jakobovits
alarmingly but correctly identified "an
entire  industry",  generated  by,  and
profiting from, the Holocaust: writers,
film-makers,   monument-builders,
museum-planners  and  conference-
organisers.   "Partners   in  this   big
business also include some rabbis and
theologians, with rewarding yields  of
fame and royalties" (Sir I. Jakobovits,
Religious Responses to the Holocaust,
B'nai  B'rith  International  Lecture,
Jerusalem, 25 November,1987, p.1).

The fate of Arme Frank's diary is a
perfect  illustration.  The  first. printing
was  no  more  than  1,500  copies.  But
the diary became a best-seller, is now
available  in  over  50  languages - see

Observer Review, Aug. 23, 1998 -and
has been well  and truly  exploited by
show  business  through  a  film  and  a
Broadway musical.  The house where
the diary was concealed has become a
museum.  Now  the  travel  agents  are
cashing  in  on  the  act  -  with  their
sponsored  tours  to  the  Ame  Frank
house and their day trips to Auschwitz.
One quarter of all new books published
on  Jewish  subjects  deal  with  the
Holocaust - I take this  statistic from
Chief     Rabbi     Jonathan     Sacks,
Traditional  Alternatives,  Lorrdori,
1989, p.107.  Studies of anti-Semitism
proliferate  throughout the  world  and
the  institutes  that  finance  and  foster
them  are  flourishing.  In  the  United
States, according to Yehuda Bauer of
the  Hebrew  University,  there  are  on
offer about 400  Holocaust courses  at
university  level.  In  this  country  that
stage  has  not  yet  been  reached.  But
there is a move in that direction if the
recent   institution   of   an   MA   in
Holocaust    Studies    at    Sheffield
University is anything to go by.

So far at least, we in England have
been  spared  the  sort  of  Holocaust
Museum  widespread  in  the  US.  But
not for much longer, if the project for
such  a museum  at the  Imperial  War
Museum is realised, as I fear it will be.

It  will  then  constitute  one  more
expression of the cult, feeding the cult
and  also   serving  to  propagate  it
amongst wider and wider circles.

First a word of warning: nothing in
this  article  will  directly  or  indirectly
suggest or propose that the Holocaust
be forgotten or dismissed as an object
of study. Anything of that nature would
be the extreme of perversion. The last
thing I intend is to give the least d cgree
of encouragement to those who , deny
the  Holocaust  ever  happened  or  to
minimise  its  horror.  What  will  be
argued however, is that this obsession
creates a threat and a danger to Jewish
wellbeing in every sense. The reason is
this:  it  obliterates the  crucial need to
distinguish  between  not  forgetting/
remembering   the   Holocaust   and
succumbing to the lure of allowing the
Holocaust  to  become  a  dominating
influence    on   the    thinking    and
consciousness   of  generation  after
generation    of   Jews.    Once    this
distinction is lost sight of, then a barrier
has been transgressed that contains the
potential   for   the   most   harmful
consequences first, to the Jewish self-
perception    and,    second,    to    the`outsider's'     perception     of    the

Jews. Today it is almost impossible for



many people to separate the notion of
Jew from that of Holocaust victim.

How  has  this  image  of  `Jew  =
victim' and this connection become so
deeply entrenched in the contemporary
consciousness,  both  Jewish  and non-
Jewish? I think that the only realistic
way to answer this question is to take a
step backwards into the recent Jewish
past and consider the implications  of
the period of emancipation,  or rather
its  downfall.  This  is  a  diversion  but
one that leads to the destination.  One
striking characteristic of this period is
the extent to which large sections  of
European Jewry, as part of the process
of emancipation, lost their awareness
of being  in  exile  and  adopted  the
values     of    the     Enlightenment:
tolerance,  equality  of rights  for  all
citizens, including equality before the
law, freedom of religion.

The onset of Nazism destroyed this
ideology  and  with  it,   of  course,
confidence  in  the  core  values   of
tolerance,  religious  freedom  and
equality. Who can now proclaim them
with the same enthusiasm as did our
ancestors  two  centuries  ago?  These
values  certainly  at  one  time  had  a
validity,  otherwise  they  would  not
have   been   espoused   with   such
fervour. But at a crucial moment they
proved  themselves  worthless  -  not
only  worthless  but  possibly  a  trap,
because of the false sense of security
they had engendered.

The consequence for the multitude
of  Jews   who   took   these   values
seriously      was      to      create      a
psychological vacuum and to deprive
such Jews of a sense of purpose and
meaning.   A   weakened   sense   of
identity was the inevitable  outcome.
This precisely is the context in which
the  cult  of the  Holocaust  made  its
fateful and fearful entry on to the post-
war  Jewish  scene.  To  a  generation
weak  in  its  religious  attachment,
disillusioned with the inherited values
of      the       Enlightenment       and
Emancipation  period,  and  paralysed
by the monstrosity of its suffering, the
cult of the Holocaust generated a new
religion. The cult of the Holocaust has
all  the  characteristics  of  an  ersatz-
religion  that  provides  its  adherents
with  a  common  consciousness  of
identity and destiny. It has its martyrs
and     heroes,      memorial      days,
monuments,   sacred  texts,  priests,
theologians  and teachers,  and places
ofpilgrinage.

Like  all  religions,  that  of  the
Holocaust gave  its  believers  a  sense

of identify and purpose. The identity
was that of victim and survivor,  and
the  purpose  -  to   ensure  that  no
repetition ever took place.

This  dual  phenomenon  demands
analysis,   to   expose   the   danger
inherent in this obsession. Why then
is  it  dangerous  to  have  an  identity
dominated by the awareness of being
a  victim  or  a  survivor?  What  is
`wrong' with surviving? With being a

witness? Nothing at all, of course - if
only there  were  more - but to have
one's identity constituted in this way
has  the  effect,  at  one  and the  same
time, of uprooting the individual from
his or her past and compromising their
future.   The  continuity  of  Jewish
history  is  subjected  to  enormous,
almost irresistible tension.

So overwhelming is the pressure of
the Holocaust industry that it is  con-
verting and perverting the Jewish past
into  one  long  experience  of  anti-
semitism. To an historian this is by no
means  an unfamiliar phenomenon.  It
characterises, for example, Dubnow' s
tfr: ee-vcr:i]rne  `History  Of the Jews in
RItssia  and  Poland.'  Dhocorw,  who
was writing at the turn of the century
and at a time of intensified Tsarist per-
secution of the Jews tended to see all
their history in the light of what was
happening in his own particular period
and therefore projected his own expe-
riences  on  to  the  past.  Thereby  he
falsified the past. This is a reaction that
is  natural under the pressure  of con-
temporary   circumstances   and   is
certainly not confined to Jewish histo-
rians dealing with the Jewish past. But
the effect is identical whoever the his-
torian  is  and whatever he  is  writing
about. The consequence of yielding to
contemporary  influences  is  a  one-
sided, tendentious  and distorted view
of the past. Now, if the Holocaust re-
mains  the  dominating  experience  of
contemporary world Jewry - as it un-
doubtedly does - and if this experience
is then projected on to the past, the past
becomes nothing more than the story
of an unending and ever-recurring con-
flict  between  the  Jews  and  their
enemies, crudely put, that Jewish his-
tory moves from crisis to crisis, from
pogrom  to  pogrom.  This  misunder-
standing is exemplified in a statement
made by a very distinguished Anglo-
Jewish  historian,  the  late  Sir  Lewis
Namier: for him, he said, "there is no
modem Jewisli history, only a Jewish
martyrology".  Namier  was  an  out-
standing   historian   of   eighteenth
century England but his knowledge of

Jewish history was less than adequate
and to see this history as nothing more
than a `martylology' is a ludicrous sim-
plification.   Such  a  view  takes  to
extremes  what  Salo  Baron  (1895-
1989), one of the most notable among
Dubnow' s successors, called `the lach-
rymose conception of Jewish history'.
Baron  first  used  this  phrase  in  the
193 0s and when he retuned to it late in
life he wrote  as  follows:  `1 too  aln  a
child  of this  age,  i.e.  of the  age that
witnessed Nazism. All my life I have
been  struggling  against  the  hitherto
dominant  `1achrymose  conception  of
Jewish  history'...because  I  have  felt
that   an   overemphasis   on   Jewish
sufferings distorted the total picture of
the Jewish historic evolution and at the
same time, badly served a generation
which had become impatient with the
nightmare of endiess persecutions and
massacres'  (quoted  R.  Liberles,  SczJo
7yz.ZZ77tcz};er Bczro7?,  NY,  1995, p.341).

Baron wrote and strove in vain. His
writings have been unable to counter-
balance the cult of the Holocaust in its
baleful effect on the presentation of the
Jewish past.

For  the  moment  I  would  merely
point  out  that  the  Jewish  past  does
indeed   manifest   any   amount   of
suffering   and  persecution.   Anti-
semitism  and  pogroms  have  indeed
been a terrible reality. But until today' s
Holocaust obsession for this reality to
be    presented    as    a    dominating
characteristic  of Jewish  history  was
rare indeed.

Again     a     caveat    lest    I    be
misunderstood. It would be monstrous
to argue that the Holocaust is not to be
studied,  researched  and remembered.
A   recently   published   study    of
Judeophobia   in   Germany   (Klaus
F±scher's,    `The    History    of    an
OZ7sessz.o7c ',  Constable, London,1998)
seems to  me  a model  analysis  of the
theories and prejudices that went into
the making of the Holocaust. I do not
see how that experience  can  ever be
exorcisedfromhistory,notonlyJewish
history but also German and European
history.

However,    this    imperative    to
remember  only  emphasises  the  need
for a sense of proportion and balance.
h traditional retellings  of the Jewish
past  there  is  a  positive  as  well  as  a
negative component. The artistry with
which  the Hczgg¢dczfe  for  Passover  is
constructed gives a graphic illustration
of  the  necessary  balance  between
negative and positive. On the one hand,
it  depicts  the  state  of slavery,  forced



labour and servitude in Egypt and this
culminates  in  the  stark  threat  of
unremitting    enmity:     `in    every
generation they rise up  against us to
make us perish' . Who are these `they' ?
No hint is given and this silence serves
only  to  emphasise  all  the  more  the
pervasiveness  and universality of the
threat. It might be anyone. On the other
hand however, the force of this threat
is placed in the context of deliverance
and triumph. The threat of armihilation
and  the  era  of  servitude  are  not
forgotten or obliterated but neither are
they allowed to overcome the reality of
hope. The message conveyed is that of
security amidst insecurity.

If however, the message should be
one  of unrelieved  insecurity  then  a
barrier is erected between the Jew and
his  past,  thereby  putting  the  Jewish
future in doubt. The link between past
and  future  snaps  and  the  present
generation  of young Jews,  as  all the
statistics     indicate     -     becomes
increasingly alienated from Judaism.

Admittedly, this is a very complex
situation  and  the  causes  of today's
decline are many and various. It could
not  seriously  be  maintained  that
preoccupation  with  the  Holocaust  is
the  sole  factor  responsible  for  the
present malaise and the decline in the
Jewish  will  to  live.  That  would  be
unwarranted  simplification.  At  the
same  time  the  negative  influence  of
Holocaustteachingcannotbegainsaid.
The  distorted  and  painful  picture
thereby presented is having the effect
of alienating  a people  from  its  own
past, or, at the very least, causing it to
perceive  that  past  in  its  most  tragic
light. You do not need to be much of a
psychologist  to   appreciate  that  a
heritage of suffering is not exactly an
inspiring force. If anti-semitism is the
sum total of Jewish history, who would
wish to be part of such a history? The
late  Lucy  Daidowitsch,  one  of the
pioneers   in   Holocaust   research,
remarked:  `One wants the richt sense
of proportion. I feel very strongly that,
for the young, the continuing emphasis
on the Holocasut is wrong. If we're a
people that gets murdered, the young
will flee from us. We have something
more  than  that'  (quoted  in  `Choose
Life',  an  article  by  Daniel  Jeremy
Silver  in  .Jafdoz.,sj73,   vol.35,   No.   4,
1986, p.466).

In my days as university teacher of
Jewish history I noticed this reaction
among those of my students who were
Jewish.  They  asked  -  and  who  can
blare them? - why remain Jewish if

suffering is the theme that dominates
the  Jewish  past?  Why  indeed?  Of
course  not  all  the  Jewish  past  -  or
present, for that matter - is inspiring,
and not many Jews have been angels.
For all that, it would be a token of self-
hatred not to see in that past a unique
testimony to a survival that has never
ceased   to   be   intellectually   and
spiritually creative, in the most adverse
circumstances.Butitpreciselythisthat
the Holocaust obsession is obscuring.
The author of Deuteronomy exhorted
his readers to  `remember the days  of
old,   consider  the  years   of  many
generations'  (32:7).  But  who  would
wish to remember those days and those
years  if  they  were  thought  to  be
overwhelmingly     constituted     of
suffering and martyrdom? To Judaism
this withdrawal from the past is all the
more hamiful because of the role that
history plays in structuring the present
and future of the Jews and providing
guidelines  for  their  conduct.  If ever
there was  a religion  and culture that
looked  always  to  the  past  for  the
enrichment of the future, that culture
and religion are Judaism.

To put it another way: not only is the
past  overshadowed  as  a  fount  of
learning  and  instruction  but  by  the
same token the  future  is jeopardised.
In this context I can not do better than
quote certain remarks to a gathering of
Yiddishists made by Elie Wiesel on a
visit to Oxford some eighteen months
ago. Elie Wiesel, I hardly need to add,
was  one  of the  first  survivors  whose
writings alerted the world to the reality
of the Holocaust. In his Oxford address
he  explicitly  warned  his  audience
against obsession with the Holocaust:
"You just  can't  live  in  a  graveyard,

you have to have hope in the future".
The Holocaust, Wiesel continued, has
become too much of a central point in
Jewish history. ``We need to move on.
There is a Jewish tendency to dwell on
tragedy.  But Jewish history  does  not
finish   there"   (The   substance   of
Wiesel's  Oxford speeches is reported
in The  Jewish  CJuroni.cle  Of 31 M:ay.
1996).

Precisely -but if the propagation of
the Holocaust cult is not curbed, finish
there it will. In the  same way as the
cult has  devalued the Jewish past by
perverting it into  a martyrology,  and
by  perverting  the  present  into   `a
graveyard' -Elie Wiesel -so too is the
future being undermined by robbing it
of the element of hope and confidence.
The   future   is   blocked   off.   The
possibility of optinrism is stifled. One

notable  contemporary  historian  talks
of European Jewry succumbing to  `a
potentially   destructive   sickness'.
(Bemard  Wasserstein,  27ze  7rcz7cz.s%z.7eg
Dz.cxpo7`cz,   Harvard  University  Press,
1996,  p.130).  He  also  maintains  that
`the central position that the Holocaust

has come to  occupy in contemporary
Jewish self-understanding threatens to
become    an   almost   necrophiliac
obsession'  /z.Z)I.d.J.  But there are signs,
as   I   suggested   earlier,   that   this
destructive potential and this threat are
no longer merely potential but actual
and  that  one  symptom  of  this  is
the incontestable numerical decline in
Anglo-Jewry       and       elsewhere,
even  though  other  factors  are  also
at work.

The point is this: the Holocaust does
provide  an  identity  of  a  sort  and
therefore  some  sort  of rczz.soJ2  d'Ggive.
But  it  is  an  identity  compounded
largelyofsuffering,therecallofdeath,
in  which  the  possibility  of hope  is
deeply     compromised.     As     one
generation  of survivors  passes  away,
this  identity  is  perpetuated,  for  the
offspring are being recruited to fill the
depleted  ranks;  and  if this  process
continues,     in    their    turn,     the
grandchildren  will  be  recruited.  And
then the  fourth  generation;  and  then
the   fifth .... An   endless   chain   of
survivors  will  be  burdened  with  the
identity and heritage of suffering.

Judaism which had always cherished
the  affirmation  of life  has  dwindled
into a religion in which the theme of
suffering  has  overshadowed  all  else.
There  are  religions  which  proclaim:
`the blood of the martyrs is the seed of

the church'. But Judaism is not one of
them.  The  memory of martyrs  is  in-
deed precious and cherished but not to
the extent that it can be said to pr6vide
a sense of purpose and inspiration. Is it
not a fact that Jewish teaching goes out
of its way to preclude any temptation
of need for self-sacrifice? The condi-
tions which  call  for  self-sacrifice  are
strictly defined. To live is the supreme
value to which all else is subordinate
(See Silver, `Choose Life').

In the past, Jewish religious thought
centred       on       God      and      His
commandments,  not  on  suffering.  If
there is a danger that this emphasis has
changed,  as  I  believe  there  is,  then
concern with what Rabbi Dr Nomian
Solomon  has  called  `pressing  social
issues' and `intellectual problems ' will
have  gone  by  default.  The  Jewish
agenda will have been changed - and
this,  Solomon  writes,  `would  indeed



be  a victory  for Nazism'  (Rabbi  Dr
Norman     Solomon,    Dangers     in
Centralising  the  Holocaust,  Jewz.sfe
C7Z7'o7?i.cJe,  16  April,  1993).  The irony
in  this  situation,  were  it  ever  to  be
realised, is unutterably grotesque: that
Nazism  should  not  only  bring  about
the Holocaust but also  determine the
agenda of the survivors !

It will be asked, as John London has
already done - see his article  `Do we
need    an    Holocaust    Museum?',
Swansea    Hebrew    Congregation
A4czgczzz.7?e,  April   1997,   `if Holocaust
denial  is  on  the  increase,  if David
Irving's books  are being reviewed in
national   newspapers,   and   if  the
extreme  Right  is  rearing  its  ugly
skinhead again, then a reminder of the
truth of the genocide of the Jews should
be a positive step'. This argument, for
example, is held to warrant the recent
publication  of an  English translation
of  Elizabeth   Sommer-Lefkovits's
"e;rn:OfITs,  `Are  you  here  in  this  hell
too.? '  (Menard  Press,  London  1995).
John London rej ects this arguneut, and
rightly so -because the more attention
that the Holocaust receives, the more
one follows in the track of the Nazis in
making it central to the contemporary
Jewish agenda.

A second objection runs as follows:
when the Holocaust is recalled and its
victims commemorated, and when it is
`taught'  in such a way as to  show to

what horrors prejudice and intolerance
can lead, then surely the likelihood is
all the less that it will recur? Does not
the necessity for tolerance become all
the  more  pressing?  If  suffering  is
shown for what it was and in its true
light,thenthosewhohavesufferedwill
automatically  become   objects   of
sympathy  and  the  outlook  of their
oppressors will be utterly condemned.
People will say,  `never again! '

Butwillthey?Iflthoughtthiswoulc
be  the  case,  then  I  would  not  have
written this  article.  As  it is however,
there  is  not  the  slightest  shred  of
evidence to suggest that to disseminate
information   about  the   Holocaust
creates any sort of barrier or deterrent
to  future  violence  or  persecution
against   a   minority.    This   is    an
unfortunate but unavoidable reality. It
overlooks  the  fact  that  violence  is
popular,  as  any  evening's  TV  screen
will demonstrate. It overlooks also the
fact that the massacres and bloodshed
in postwar Europe,  Africa  and India
have  all taken place  at the very time
that the `lessons' of the Holocaust were
being painstakingly disseminated. I do

not wish to  equate what is nowadays
called  `ethnic  cleansing'   with  the
Holocaust  but  there  is  incontestable
overlap. Isaac Babel, a Russian-Jewish
novelist of the civil war in the Ukraine
in 1920, has one of his characters ask:
`what's the  difference between being

killed by a revolutionary bullet and a
c ounter-revolutionary         bullet? '
Precisely - whether you are deported
in a programme of ethnic cleansing in
the Balkans  or as a Jew, the result is
the same.

There  is   an  even  more  telling
example  of the  illusion  in  supposing
that the remembrance of suffering and
destruction will avert or even help to
avert  its  repetition.  And  that  is  the
example  of  the  First  World  War.
Museums,      monuments,      films,
exhibitions proliferated - all with the
slogan `lest we forget', `Never again'.
But  this  publicity  had  absolutely  no
effect in preventing  a  Second World
War, in which the loss of life and scale
of destruction were even greater than
in the First.

My last point is this and it requires a
reversal of perspective. Hitherto, what
I  have  tried to  do  is  to  describe  the
impact of Holocaust teaching and the
whole  presentation  of the  sut)ject  on
the  Jewish  consciousness  and  in  a
Jewish  context.  For a  change,  let me
try and change myself into a non-Jew,
into one of those more than two million
non-Jews  who   annually  visit  the
Holocaust museum in Washington or
into one of those thousands who have
seen the Anne Frank exhibition in this
country. What is their impression? An
anecdote will typify their response: in
my lecturing days I occasionally spoke
to  schools  on  this  or  that  aspect  of
Jewish  history.   Before   one   such
occasion  I  asked  one  of the teachers
presentwhatJewishhistorywastaught
at  this   school,   `Oh,  we  teach  the
Holocaust',   she   brightly   replied.
This teacher, whose goodwill was not
in doubt, identified Jewish history with
its  period  of  greatest  tragedy  and
suffering.  And  this  ®er)version  she
was transmitting to her pupils.  What
else  can be  expected,  I  suppose,  if a
manual for educators teaches that one
of the contexts in which `the Holocaust
and its lessons' is to be approached is
`Jewish   history   and   the   history

of  anti-semitism'   (Ronnie  Landau,
Studying  the  Holocaust,  LorLdorL,
1998, p.12).

But if Jewish history is coupled with
anti-semitism,  this  is  the  picture  to
emerge: I quote Aaron Lansky, founder

of the National Yiddish Book Centre
in the USA - `ask anyone in Wichita
what  they  know  about  Jews.  They
won't  tell  you  about  generations  of
scholars,   of  mystics,  of  political
activists, of a rich and varied culture.
Instead, they will conjure up images of
bulldozed  bodies,  stripped  of  their
clothes   and  humanity'   (Je7'#sclJem
Reporf, May 25,1998, p.35).

We   too   in   England   have   our
`Wichitas'   and  the  response  of  the

people  there   can  hardly  be  very
different.   They  too   will   see   the
bulldozed bodies and they too will see
a people identified by its experience of
mass  murder.  And  what  will  these
people  think?  The  possibility  is  so
fearsome  that  one  hardly  dares  to
mention it.  The  fact is  however,  that
the obsession with the Holocaust and
its     accompanying     imagery     is
familiarising  a  generation  with  the
vision  of  the  Jew  as  a  victim  of
persecution  and  mass  murder.  And
what   becomes   familiar   becomes
eventually  acceptable,  as  part  of the
natural order of things.

Of  course,  the  Holocaust  has  its
heroes and countless acts of resistance,
in  which  all  can  take  pride.  But,
however memorable these aspects are,
they will never be able to  efface that
other image of mass murder - and it is
this image of Jew and victim combined
that   the    Holocaust   industry    is
repeatedly  emphasising  through  the
manifold media at its disposal. A new
stereotype  is  being  created  whose
consequences can only be alarming.

In  effect,  an  enormously  difficult
balancing act is called for: on the one
hand, not to forget the Holocaust and
the  lure  of barbarism  that  underlies
modemity; on the other hand, it is just
as  important,  if not  more  so,  not  to
allow  this  remembrance  to  dominate
the  Jewish  consciousness  so  that  it
distorts the past,  alienates the young,
destroys hope for the future and creates
a religion of suffering that undermines
the traditional Jewish welcome for life.
In the meantime - `anyone for a day
trip to Auschwitz7' .

LIONEL  KOCHAN,  born  !.#  I,onc7o%  J922,
recently  retired from  the  position  Of Bearstecl
Reader   in  Jewish   History,   University   of
Warwick. He is the author Of a number Of books
on  Jewish  history   and  thought.   His   latest
p#Z)/z.cofr.o%  I.a  `Beyond  the  Graven  Image',  cr77
importahi  study  Of idolatry  in  the  context  Of
Jewish philosopky.
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hundreds  of cartons  of the  `missing'
cigarettes and chocolates, and directed
to a displaced-persons camp in a wood
just south of Namur. I did not mind at
all donating my ration of cigarettes and
chocolates to them, knowing full well
that at that time one could get anything
for cigarettes on the Black Market.  So
I  was   equally  glad  to  be  asked  to
deliver our `surplus'  equipment to the
Jewish Agency.

A sergeant came up to me. He was
to  accompany me on the trip.  He had
all  the  necessary  documents.   I  was
simply  to  follow  his  instructions.  He
never  gave  me  his  name,  so  I  called
him    `Scz773cz/',   sergeant   respectfully,
whilst he, in the manner of the Brigade,
simply called me  `C7zczver'.  Soon after
heading  south  for  Paris,  the  engine
began to splutter and cut out frequently
and I was worried when or whether we
would ever reach Paris. It was obvious

The sergeant never gave me his name, so I called
him Csa;"flr , sergeant respecif ully, whilst he, in
the manner Of the Brigade, sinply called
777e  `Chaver'.

it was impossible to obtain spare-parts
and I knew what to do.  One makes  a
smooth  surface  of the  contact  points
with  fine  emery  paper  or  a  file,  one
checks  the  gap  with  a  feeler-gauge,
and thus keeps going. We didn't know
the   French    for    screwdriver   but
somehow  explained  our  need  to  the
curious crowd gathering around us. So
I  got  a  screwdriver  and  took  out  the
points.  No  emery  paper,  no  file,  no
feeler-gauge. The brickwork of a house
served  instead,   the   gap  had  to  be
guessed,  and voila, the  engine  started

With Jewish Brigade Group -Dendermonde -May 1946

that the truck having travelled through
the Italian campaign at the end of the
war and then through half of Europe,
needed a service, but knowing it was to
be handed back to the British after the
Brigade  had  disbanded  no  one  had
bothered.  In a small town somewhere
between Valenciennes and Cambrai we
stopped  for  refreshments.  Then  the
engine would not start. I knew we had
enough fuel, the battery was strong, so
it had to be the ignition. I looked at the
distributor  points.   They  were  badly
corroded  and  needed  replacing.  Who
in France just after the war would have
a  set  of distributor points  for  a  3-ton
American Dodge Tuck? I had been a
motor-mechanic during the war when
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and purred contentedly all the rest of
the way.

Instead of reaching Paris soon after
lunch as hoped, we got to the outskirts
about 5pm to be stopped,  as  all vehi-
cles   were,   at   a  Canadian  Military
Police  checkpoint.  After  long  nego-
tiations by my  `Sczmcz/',  we were told
to  follow  a motor-cycle  escort.  Even
then  Paris  had horrendous  rush-hour
traffic. It was far to late to unload, so
our truck was locked up in a military
compound overnight. It was, alas, also
too late -  and we were too exhausted
-to enjoy Paris by night. Next mom-
ing  we  drove,  again  under  military
police   escort,   not   to   the   Jewish
Agency, but to a quiet side-street with

a  big  garage  next  to  a  large  house.
Under the watchful eye of the military
police  some young men, presumably
Jewish  Agency  employees,  unloaded
the   contents   of  the  truck  into  the
garage. My sergeant plied the police-
men with cigarettes and drinks and it
became obvious to me that he wanted
to  divert  their  attention.  As  soon  as
the truck was unloaded  and the mili-
tary   police   had   left,   the   sergeant
confided to me that hidden among the
boxes of sports equipment and games
were rifles, guns and ammunition for
the Hczggrroczfe.  I  have wondered ever
since,  and shall never know, whether
the  Canadian  Military  Police  knew
what was going on and closed an eye,
or were kept in ignorance. I marvelled
at the  ingenuity,  daring and cfe#fzpczfe
of  our  people.   Knowing   how   the
British  Foreign  Office  callously  dis-
regarded and frustrated the desperate
need and fervent desire of our survi-
vors  to  reach  the  promised  land,  we
felt,  they  -  the  British  -  deserved
our theft.

It  was  too  late  in  the  evening  to
return to  Ghent.  My  sergeant was  so
pleased      with      the       successful
accomplishment  of  our  `smuggling'
mission,   that  he   said  to  me:   "We
deserve  a  treat!"  and  took me  to  the
show at the "Casino de Paris". Having
been  to  the  Windmill  in  London's
Soho where the nudes never moved, I
was indeed surprised.

"The Jewish Brigade Group", states

the  Encyclopaedia Judaica  (vof.  LO,
page   35),   "fulfilled  two   historic
functions:  it was  a  decisive  factor in
strengthening the staying power of the
Jewish   survivors   and  refugees   in
Europe,  and the experience it gained
in military organisation and in battle
subsequently  became   one   of  the
foundations  of  the  Israel  Defence
Forces." Proud to have made a modest
contribution  to  both  these  historic
functions  of the  Brigade,  I  always
look back on it as `my finest hour'  I

RABBI HARRY JAC0BI servecJ fz.Ge/.c!/ co#-
gregations  in  Southgate,  Wemb[ey  and Zui.ich.
Nominally retired fi.om the full-lime congrega-
tional i.abbinate. he is chairman of the Rabbinic
Board of the Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues. His daughter Margaret is rabbi Of
Birmingham Progressive Synagogue.
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QtJEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY

is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in
1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of

England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the

Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously.   There are accountants , architects ,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,

all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with

this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have pracdsed here since 1951, offering clients

business mamgement, investment guidance and
speeialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work wideus,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:

but the resnlts remain mutually rewarding.
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DON'T WORRY
ABOUT

ORTHODOXY

Colin Eimer
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WE  HAVE  BECOME  AC-
)ustomed     in     the     past
twenty    years    or    so    to

hear  Jewish   community   leaders,
sociologists, joumalists  and  the  like
bemoaning  the  possible  -  for  some,
certain  -  end  of the  Jewish  people.
Intermarriage,    smaller   families,
people marrying later,  if at all, more
Jews  dying  than  being  born  are  all
adduced  as  contributory  factors.  We
hear  questions  like:   "Will  there  be
Jews  in  this  country  in  fifty  years?"
and "Will there be a viable Diaspora
Jewish life in the 21 st century?"

Fifty    years    ago,    the    Jewish
historian       Simon       Rawidowicz
chronicled   the   history   of  these
concerns in an essay entitled, "Israel:
the   Ever-Dying   People."I  Jewish
leaders   over  the   ages   have   often
expressed fears that Judaism will die
out.   The   question   "will   we  have
Jewish   grandchildren?"   has   been
asked   constantly   throughout   our
history.  Attachment to Jewish life,  it
is  now  claimed,  is no  longer what  it
was in previous ages, and Jewish life
is     in     danger    of    disappearing
altogether.  Yet,  argues  Rawidowicz,
we  are  truly  an  `ever-dying  people,'
somehow  always  confounding  the
`Doom  and  Gloom'  merchants  who

predict  our  imminent  demise.   We
appear to be on the point of extinction
and then there is an almost miraculous
renaissance in Jewish life.

Faced   with   difficulties   in   the
present,   people   yearn   for   some
previous  age  when  all  seemed  well,
and think: "If only we could recapture
that,   all   our   problems   would   be
solved."

Hence the talk of the splendours of
Jewish  life  in  18th  and  19th  century
Eastern Europe, or in the pre-war East
End.  There was  a richness to  Jewish
life then -but also, surely, much that
was  less  than  attractive.   Otherwise
Jews   would   not   have    left   the
community in the numbers they did.
Can modem society, on its own, have
been    so    attractive,    without    a
concomitant, conscious, turning away
from a Jewish life which many found
increasingly  inappropriate  for  their
time?

Golden Ages -why are they always
in the past? - can become convenient
ways of clucking what is wrong with
the present,  seeming to offer easy-fix
solutions.

"Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so

far away
There's a shadow hanging over me

And I believe in yesterday."

We know the syndrome. In the `old
days' you could leave your front door
open  and  walk  the  streets  safely  at
night.  There were no  child molesters
or  rapists.  It  was  a  glorious,  golden
past - and pretty much bunkum also.

Apprehension  about  the  future  is
not an argument for returning to some
imagined  Golden  Age.   For  it  I.s  an
imagined  one,  built  on  our  current
fears,   anxieties   and   desires.   We
reconstruct  the  Jewish  past  -  often
based   on   less,   rather  than   more,
knowledge  -  and  make  it  a  positive
mirror-image  of  what  is  happening
now.   Then,   everybody  was  s¢o#7er
sfeczbess  -  Sabbath  observant  -  kept
kosher,  didn't  marry  out.  It  is  as  if
Moses himself was achieving all this.
We  populate  the  past  with  fantasy
figures.   Rabbis   are   amazed  at  the
number  of  people  who  tell  them,
"my grandfather was a rabbi." It is as

if  the   entire   male   population   of
Eastern   Europe   or   the   East   End
were all rabbis.

On  the  threshold  of the  Promised
Land the Children of Israel sent spies
to  `check  it  out.'  Their  report  threw
the people into panic.  Their response
to  it  was  enough  to  justify  refusing
that    generation    entry    into    the
Promised  Land.   But   exactly  what
they  did wrong  is by no  means  clear
and    two     millennia     of    Jewish
commentators  have  struggled to  find
an explanation.

Whatever else they did wrong, the
spies    commit    a    Freudian    slip,
unconsciously  revealing  their  fears
and  anxieties.  "It  is  a  land  flowing
with milk and honey," they say. "But
it  is  a  land  that  devours  its  settlers.
We  saw  giants  there.  We  were  like
grasshoppers  in  our  own  eyes -  and
so  must  we  have   seemed  in  their
eyes."2

Faced with difficulties in the present, people
yearn f;or some previous age when all seemed
well, and think:  "If only we could recapture
that, all our problems would be solved."
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It   is   one   thing  to   say   that  the
inhabitants  were  like  giants  and  we
felt small and minuscule in relation to
them.  That  could  be  understood  as  a
reasonably obj ective statement of how
they   felt   -   and   thus   be    quite
legitimate. But they add, "and so must
we have seemed in their eyes."

Those   are   the   revealing   words.
They can have had no idea how they
were seen. But it tells us a great deal
about how they saw themselves, what
they   felt.   It   was   a   subconscious
projection  of their  worst  fears,  their
lack of trust in themselves, their lack
of faith  in the  future,  their denial  of
the very purpose of the Exodus itself
- not simply to get them out of Egypt

Yet the more we do  so, the more we
intensify our insecurity.

As    Progressive   Jews,   we    are
committed to the future. The  `Golden
Age'  always  lies  ahead,  not  behind.
We  argue  for  a  constant  progression
in  our  religious  life.  But  that  makes
some people  agitated.  "Where  will  it
all  end?"  they  ask,  as  if we  are  on  a
course taking us outside Judaism. We
cannot   answer   the   question,   we
simply  do  not  know.  So  we  have  to
move forward sensibly and carefully.
But  when  "where  will   it  all   end?"
becomes  a  pretext  for  not  moving  at
all -"just in case..."-then it is sign of
lost  faith  and  so,  too,  of  lost  hope,
hope      in      that      possibility      of

As Progressive Jews, we are committed to the

future. The `Golden Age' always lies ahead, not
behind. We argue fior a constant progression in
our religious life.

but  to  bring  them  to  the  Promised
Land.

It  can  be  no  coincidence  that  the
people  start  clamouring  to  return  to
Egypt.3 At one level,  Egypt is  simply
the  physical  place  from  which  they
have   come.   But   `Egypt'   is   also   a
metaphor  for  everything  they  have
rejected  and  left  behind.  The  cry  to
return to Egypt becomes a plea to go
back to  some mythic past where - in
their imagination -things seemed safe
and secure. Demanding that return to
Egypt   is   automatically   to   deny
everything that the Exodus stood for:
what Michael Lemer has called, "the
possibility   of  transformation"4 -
transformation  of themselves  and  of
the way people treat each other.

"Not  to  move  forward,"  writes

Erich Fromm, "to stay where you are,
to  regress,  in  other words to  rely  on
what  we  have3  is  very tempting,  for
what we %czt;e, we lmow. We can hold
on to it, feel secure in it. We fear, and
consequently avoid, taking a step into
the unknown, the uncertain...only the
old, the tried, is safe; or so it seems."5

We  want  certainty.  We  know  that
which  is  safe  and tried.  But when  it
prevents us moving forward certainty
can   also   become  a  prison.   It  is  a
vicious  circle:  we  focus  on  the  past
beccz£/se  we  find  it  difficult  to  deal
with an uncertain present and future.
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transformation. It suggests that wliere
we are now and what we  are now  is
better  than  what  might  lie  ahead  -
though   not   as   good   as   what   has
already been.

Had   the   Israelites   followed   the
majority  they  would  have   stayed
where   they  were   or  gone  back  to
Egypt.   Either  way,   it  would  have
meant  death.   Instead  they  followed
the  minority  and  found  new  life,
entered the Promised Land.

Those twelve -two on one side, ten
on  the  other  -  stand  as  perpetual
options facing the Jewish People. Ten
offering the  fake  security of a return
to  the  past,  an  Egyptian  past.  Two
suggested  that  the  way  ahead  might
not be  easy, but it remained the  only
option.

For j.ust  what  does  it  mean  to  say
that you see yourself as a grasshopper
and that is how others see you also? It
betrays   a   lack   of  self-respect,   of
confidence  in who  and what you are.
It  is  to  allow  others  to  define  your
reactions.   The   parallel   with   the
contemporary  Jewish  scene  is  clear.
As  Reform  Jews  we  all  too  often
define    ourselves    in    relation    to
Orthodoxy.   But  they  are  not  giants
and we are not grasshoppers. We have
to  have  the   courage   of  conviction
about the  path we  have  chosen.  That
cannot  happen  when  we  are  over-

afraid,   self-denigrating   or   keep
looking   over   our   shoulders   for
somebody   else's   approval.   It   will
always skew our reactions.

Orthodoxy will follow its path and
we  ours.  This has nothing to  do with
`bashing  the  Orthodox.'  It  is  simply

to   accept  the  reality  of  a  pluralist
Jewish  world  where  there  are  many
options  and nobody has the  certainty
of  prophetic  knowledge   about  the
correctness  of  their  particular  path.
Nor is this a sort of dogmatic bloody-
mindedness    about    the    absolute
correctness   of   our   choice   or   a
contempt  for other options.  We have
to  remain open to  other possibilities,
wherever  they  may  be   found.   But
there comes a point where we have to
opt  in  and  fully  grasp  the  choice  we
have made and follow it through.  We
need   not  be   concerned   with   how
Orthodoxy   reacts   to   us.   There   is
nothing we can currently do -short of
ceasing  to  exist  -  which  will  satisfy
them.  But we also know from Jewish
history  that  different  tendencies  can
be in the most awful conflict and then
find ways of living with each other.

We  do  not  know  what  the  future
will   bring.   Demographers   are   not
prophets - they can only analyse past
and    present    trends    and    make
`predictive' statements on the basis of

that  analysis.  We  hope  they  are  not
correct.   Over  2000   years   ago,   the
prophet  Zechariah  described Jews  as
czssz.rez.   /I.h;czfe,    `prisoners   of  hope.'6
We re:mallr\ assirei tilrvah. We c8Lr[nof
blithely   ignore   current  trends   and
predictions. But we know that the path
ahead is not the one we have already
been on. We know that does not work.
As we also know that the response to
the difficulties of the present is not to
rush headlong back into the past I
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Illustration 1.

QUMRAN
THE FIRST

HEALTH FARM
Gloria Moss
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IN         1947,        A        BEDOUIN
stumbled  across  some   scrolls  in
a cave by the Dead Sea, the first of

many  such  discoveries.   Two  years
later, excavations began at the nearby
site   of  Qumran   in  an   attempt  to
understand  the   significance  of  the
scrolls. The significance of these finds
to   Judaism   and   Christianity   have
divided scholars ever since.

The discoveries relate to one of the
most emotive periods in history, from
the period of the Hasmonean Kings to
the rise of early Christianity.  So what
is revealed in the Dead Sea scrolls and
at Qumran tells one a lot about Judaism
at  this  time,  and  the  background  to
early  Christianity.  This  is  one  reason
why  they  are  regarded  as  potentially
inflammatory.

My interest in Qumran was kindled
several years ago during a visit to the
Dead Sea. The stillness of the waters,
the desert, the absence of most signs of
the twentieth century,  all this  imbued
the  area  with  a  special  quality.   At
Qumran,  on top  of a hill, there was a
gentle  breeze  which  meant  that  one
could survey the area with a cool head.

The first site to greet you after a few
palm trees are the ruins of a large tower
guarding the entrance to the site (illus.
I).  This  has  walls  some  four  or  five
feet     thick     and     rooms     which
communicate with each other but not
extemally,  giving the  impression of a
closely  guarded  storehouse.  The  rest
of the site consists of a series of stepped
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baths,   cisterns,   rooms   and  heating
installations.

The  site  must  be  one  of the  most
controversial  in the  world  and  debate
still rages on two main points. The first
is whether it belonged to the group of
Jews known as the Essenes, one of the
three main groups of Jews at the time,
known for their religiosity and piety.

The  second point at  issue  concerns
the function of Qumran, and here there
are major differences of opinion. Those
scholars  who  dissociate  the  site  from
the   Essenes   argue   for   a   secular
function, suggesting that it was either a
military  settlement,  a  luxurious  villa
dwelling   at   which   perfume   was
produced or a trading entrepot. Those
who  link  the  site  with  the  Essenes
argue  for  a  religious  interpretation,
suggesting  that  it  was   a  monastic
settlement or centre for ritual bathing.
And this religious interpretation is the
one  that  prevails,  for  if you  visit  the
site today you will  see  signs pointing
to  the  "scriptorium"  and  "refectory",
words  suggestive  of a  monastic-type
environment.

I  found  the  oppositional  nature  of
the  interpretations  -  one  secular  and
the  other  religious  -  unsatisfactory.
While it looked as thought the site had
indeed been settled by the Essenes, it
alsolookedasthouchtherewerestrong
arguments  in  support  of the  secular
interpretations - for example that this
was a centre dealing in the exchange of
valuable  commodities  and  a  centre
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involved    in    the    production    of
aromatics. Could there be a middle way
between these two inteapretations, one
religious and one secular?

The research I carried out led me to
conclude there was. What I discovered
was startling, for it cast a new light on
Qumran   and   neighbouring   sites,
painted a new portrait of the Essenes,
and presented a new interpretation of
the  77„.fu/efe  bath.  The  discovery  was
that  the   Essenes   were   running   a
medical  site  at  Qumran with  outposts
at   other  points   by  the   Dead   Sea.
Moreover,  they  were  growing  and
manufacturing  expensive  drugs  and
using      the      baths      to      provide
hydrotherapy treatment to patients.

There  are  three  main pieces  to  the
jigsaw:   the  archeological  finds,  the
written  evidence  of historical  sources
and   the   Dead    Sea   Scrolls,    and
information   about  the  therapeutic
characteristics  of the  Dead  Sea  area.
The jigsaw can be assembled only once
all  these  elements  have  been  brought
together.   We   will   begin   with  the
archaeological  evidence  and  see  just
some  of the  anomalies  that force this
new interpretation.

Starting  with  the  cemeteries,  there
are four of these at Qumran and of the
forty  seven  skeletons  exhumed,  only
seven,  15% were aged over forty. This
is   strange   since   the  Essenes  were
known for their exceptional longevity.
Also     strange     is    the    fact    that

Continued on next page
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The Essenes were running a medical site at Qunran
with outposts at other points by the Dead Sea.
Moreover, they were growing and manuf;acturing
expensive drugs and using the baths to provide
hydrotherapy treatment to patients.

investigations showed that those buried
here  had  been  of  diverse  ethnic  and
occupational     origins,     labourers,
horsemen and scribes. This diversity is
again inconsistent with what we know
about the Essenes.

The physical state of the corpses was
also interesting for it was clear that the

bodies  of men,  women  and  children
had  been  buried  immediately  after
death,  thus   preventing  the   normal
Jewish  practice   of  a   second  burial.
Moreover,  and  this  is  a  little  known
fact, the bone marrow, teeth and base
of    the     cranium    had     all    been
impregnated with madder dye. For this

Illustration 2.
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to happen, the madder must have been
ingested,  and  since  madder  contains
quinine   and   was   only   drunk   for
medicinal  reasons,  the  people  must
have   been   taking   madder   as    a
medicine. All in all, it looks as though
many of the people coming to Qumran
were  visitors,  that  they  were  taking
medicine and dying at a young age. At
a  nearby  site  of En  el-Ghuweir,  also
associated   with   the   Essenes,   the
corpses were also young, in a bad state
of  health,   and   impregnated   with
madder dye. This would start to make
sense if we imagine that both sites were
run   as   medical   centres,   offering
treatments to visitors.

Other       finds       support       this
interpretation.  The  so-called  "scroll
jars"  (illus.  2)  found  separately  from
the  Scrolls,  and  much  taller  than  the
scrolls  whose  dimensions  we  know,
may  have  been  used  to  store  herbal
medicines.  It is  normal to  store herbs
in airtight dark containers and they are
similar   in   shape   to  jars   found   in
Renaissance pharmacies. Linked to this
is the discovery of a number of bottles
for aromatics and stoppers with tubular
orifices,    used    according    to    one
archaeologist for aerating and testing a
substance at regular intervals. Finally,
we  should  mention  the  water  supply,
cisterns  plus  baths,  which  is  greatly
surplus to requirements. It is generally
considered  that  the  baths   or  ;7tz.froof
were used for ritual purposes alone but
they    could    also    have    provided
hydrotherapy treatment.

Today, Qumran appears remote but
in  its  heyday  it  was  connected  with
major centres of population by road as
well as sea. This would have afforded
easy access to hundreds of visitors.

The   picture   that   emerges   of  a
medical centre is corroborated by other
evidence.  The  first  century  Roman
historian Pliny refers to the "throng of
newcomers" arriving daily at the site,
and he describes them as ``vita fessos",
a  phrase   meaning   "debilitated  by
wounds received in the course of life".
As for the first century Jewish historian
Josephus,      he      refers      to      the
"extraordinary zeal" which the Essenes

show   in   studying   the   healing   of
diseases,  "inquiring  after  roots  and
mineral    stones    with    a    curative
function". This reference to "roots and
mineral  stones"  is  probably  to  herbal
medicines and mineral  drugs,  both of
which were used in the ancient world
for  healing.  The  Essenes'  interest  in
medicine  is  supported by the  finding,
according to  Geza Vermes,  Professor
of    Hebrew     Studies    at    Oxford
University,  that  the  word  "Essene"
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derives   from   the   Aramaic   word
"assaya" meaning doctor.

Then there are the Dead Sea Scrolls
themselves. One of these refers to "all
the new arrivals, women and children"
and another refers  to  the  fact that  on
the Sabbath no man should "calTy upon
himself medicaments".  Then  there  is
the  Copper  Scroll  describing  hidden
treasure,  including  aromatics.  At  the
time, these were the raw materials for
perfumes and precious medicines.

Today, the Dead Sea area is a major
international  centre  for hydrotherapy,
heliotherapy   and   other   forms   of
treatment.   Since   1959,  about  20,000
psoriasis patients have visited the Dead
Sea and the success of treatments there
has   much  to   do   with  the   unique
climatic  properties  of the  area.  The
sun's rays contain little harmful UVB
radiation,  the  Dead   Sea  is  rich   in
health-giving  minerals  like  bromine
and  magnesium,  and  the  high  saline
content  of  the  Dead  Sea  facilitates
exercise  for  those  with  rheumatic  or
arthritic   complaints.   There  are  also
numerous mineral-rich springs around
the  Dead  Sea,  many  associated  with
the Essenes.

If the climate today supports a large
healing infrastructure, there is no good
reason to suppose this was not the case
in  the  past  as  well.  In  fact,  there  is

evidence  that  not  only  was  another
mineral  present  in  the   Dead   Sea,
bitumen,  good  according  to  ancient
sources for a variety of healing but that
humidity levels would also have been
higher than today.  This  explains  why
crops used to grow at Masada though
the  site  is  free  of vegetation today.  It
also  explains  how  the  Essenes  could,
as  historians  testify,  have  cultivated
plants at Qumran and elsewhere. There
is   even   evidence   that   they   were
cultivating some of the most valuable
substances  of the day - frankincense,
myrrh and balsam - all famed for their
medicinal uses.

The new picture that emerges of the
Essenes and the sites they occupied by
the  Dead  Sea transforms  our view  of
the   Essenes   and   the   relationship
religion had to medicine in first century
Judaism. For, it marks a move from the
Biblical view that healing was a divine
prerogative,      and      suggests      an
accommodation  with  the   opposing
view, expressed in the second century
BCE  by  Ben  Sira,  that  the  physician
had an important role to play alongside
God.

Hitherto,  nobody  bar  myself  has
associated Qumran and nearby Essene
sites  with  medical  activity  and  there
are two  possible  explanations.  One  is
that  medicine  in  Biblical  times  was
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often a secret art and followers like the
Essenes observed complicated rules of
secrecy. The other is that scholars may
simply  not  have  wished  to  see  the
connection. Perhaps it is time to accept
the   extent  to   which   religion   and
medicine were intermingled in Biblical
times, and move beyond an exclusively
religious  or  secular  interpretation  of
Qumran. The interpretation of Qumran
as    a   medical   centre   offers   this
possibility I

GLOF(1AMOSS has workedf or the British and
Ashmolean  Museums,  conducting  I.esearch  on
ancient   and  medieval   antiquities   and  manu-
scripts.  In parallel with this, she has pursued a
career in Human Resources, having been Train-
ing  Manager for  Courtaulds  and  Eurotunnel.
She is currently completing a PhD.
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Marlena Schmool

JEWISH CHOICES - AMERICAN
JEWISH DENOMINATIONALISM

by Bemard Lazerwitz, J Alan
Winter, Amold Dashefsky &

Ephraim Tabory

SUNY, Albany, xxi+215pp, Sl9.95

IN   1990,  THE  COUNCIL  OF
Jewish     Federations     carried
through a large-scale demographic

and plarming  study  of the  American
Jewish  community.  It  has  become
valued internationally as the National
Jewish  Population  Study - NJPS  -
and  its  findings  have  been  taken
as  a  benchmark  and  warning  for
much of what is ailing world Jewry.
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More  than  anything  the  NJPS  has
added fuel to the Diaspora's agonised`
"Jewish  Continuity"  debate.  This  has

been prompted by the widespread pub-
licity given to  the  figure that  50%  of
the  current  marriageable  cohorts  are
forming mixed-faith partnership. This
one   finding   penetrated   the   deep
consciousness  of those  charged  with
ensuring   the   future   of  Judaism,
Jewishness   and  the   Jewish   world
as a whole.

That  a  research  finding  alarmed
voluntary leaders and decision makers
is  to  the  good.  Apart  from  anything
else,  if such results  do not alert those
who   commission  research  then  we
researchers   are   failing  to   get  our
information  across.  Against  that  one
individual  figure  does  nothing  to
convey  the  complexity  of trends  and
currents   within   a   community   or
population. So this mammoth study has
spawned many more papers, seminars
and books.

One side effect of the NJPS sets the
scene  for  /ewz.sfe   Cfeoz.ces  which  has
had a wide readership. The drawing of
the   random   sample   for  the   NJPS
involved   telephoning   some   113,000
households   to   secure   the   2,000+
Jewish representative  sample.  At that
initial stage information was collected
about  the  religious  make-up  of  each
household contacted. This resulted in a
database  that,   in  the   absence   of  a
religion question on the United States
ten yearly census, provided the fullest
religious   profile   of  the   American
population   available   to   date.   The
detailed dimensions and undelpinnings
of religion  in America  established by
this  background  work  (in  O#c  IVczfz.o72
££77der  Goc7  by  Barry  A  Kosmin  and
Seymour P Lachman,1993, Harmony
Books:  New  York)  make  abundantly
clear  how  important  religion  is  for
most Americans  and how central it is
to    American    society.    Seventeen
different        religions        including
Christianity  are  delineated  and  their
adherents account for 89% of the adult
population.  The  46  listed  Christian
denominations  take  in  86%  and  the
other  sixteen  religions  a  further  3%.
Only  11%  of American adults  do  not
profess  a  religion.   By  contrast  the
question on religion recently tested for
the  2001  British  census  gave  a  self-
selection choice of only six religions -
with   `other'   and   `none'   -  but  no
distinction  of  Christian  groups  was
made  between  even  Anglican  and
Roman Catholic. Moreover, the British
Social  Attitudes  (Jowell  et  al,  British
Social  Attitudes   14th  Report,   1997,
Ashgate,  Aldershot)  study  shows that
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All too often we British Jews readily accept the
coieventional wisdom that what happens today in
America will happen tomorrow elsewhere in the
modern Jewish world.

in    Britain    43%    do    not    regard
themselves   as   belonging   to   any
particular  religion.  This  sums  up  the
difference    between    Britain    and
America. And it must be viewed in the
context  of  fundamentally  different
social     structures.     America    has
separation  of  church  and  state  and
Britain has an established church.

All too often we British Jews readily
accept  the  conventional  wisdom  that
what  happens  today  in  America  will
happen  tomorrow  elsewhere   in  the
modem Jewish world. This frequently
means  treating  the   Orthodox,   Con-
servative   and   Reform   sectors   of
American  Jewry  as  being  identical
twins  of their apparent parallels  here,
without understanding the  differences
in range  and  scope particularly of the
two   countries'   Progressive   move-
ments.   Given  the  common  roots  of
British  and  American Jewries,  this  is
understandable. But it ignores the fact
that  Jewish  communities  take  on  the
features  and  organising  principles  of
the cultures in which they are situated.

Jewish  Choice:   American  Jewish
Denominationalism  shows  just  flow
strongly  this  truism  holds  good.  The
book   is   the   third   in   a   series   on
American Jewish Society in the  1990s
based  on  the  NJPS.  It  describes  the
denominational  nature  of  American
religious   life   and   links   this   to  the
voluntary          and          individualist
characteristics  of  American  society.
Within      this      broad      American
perspective,  background  descriptions
of  the  Orthodox,  Conservative  and
Refonn  denominations  are  set  in  the
context of American Jewry' s historical
development  with  clear  and  precise
explanations  of the  differences  in the
world-views  and  ideologies  of  each
denomination. As the title indicates the
central  thesis  holds  that,  in  America
today,  a person or family chooses the
denomination     to     which     she/he
affiliates.  No  longer do people  simply
join the nearest  synagogue  or the  one
to  which  their  families  have  always
belonged.  This  is  well-illustrated  by
the  discussion  on   `denominational
switching' that shows how Jews move
from the denomination in which they
were raised to a different denomination
as    adults.    Of   those    raised    as
`Orthodox', 52°/o give Conservative as
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their current preference while for those
raised `Conservative' 28% now prefer
Reform.  The  pattern is  not  dissimilar
from 1995 British findings in the study
of  Social  Attitudes  of  British  Jews
(special    tabulation    from    Social
Attitudes   database)   where   52%   of
those raised in a Progressive home still
consider themselves Progressive.

The     authors     draw     a     strong
distinction  between  denominational
preference  and  synagogue  member-
ship. Essentially, they make clear that
even though people do not czcfz.ve/)/ af-
filiate  to  a  denomination,  they  may
consider  themselves   `Conservative,
Orthodox,  Reform,  Reconstuctionist,
or  something  else.'  Synagogue  mem-
bership    is    more    straightforward
although there is the grey area of those
who were members in the past but no
longer  are  so.  The  authors  insist  that
this  `denominational  preference  sym-
bolises      how     individuals      view
themselves  both as  Americans  and  as
Jews' . They present wide-ranging data
to show how the denomination Ameri-
can  Jews  choose  becomes  a  useful
indicator of Jewish lifestyle and know-
ing what denominations they associate
with tells much about them.

With  the  help  of  denominational
preference   the   forces   at  work   in
American Jewry are finely drawn. The
authors    pay    attention    to     each
preference        group        separately;
membership  and  preference  are  each
severally and in combination related to
age,  gender,  and  secular  educational
attainment. Denominational preference
and  membership  are  also  related  to
involvement  (a)  in  Jewish  communal
life,  as  measured  by  level  of Jewish
education,   home  religious  practices
and  synagogue  attendance,  and  (b)  in
the   life   of  American   society,   via
general organisational activity.

There  are  some  forty  tables  in  the
volume     depicting     a     range     of
relationships  and  communal  patterns.
The strength of the commentary lies in
the care taken to introduce the reader,
table  by  table,  to  deeper  levels   of
analysis.  While a degree of numeracy
is  required  to  follow  the  flow  of the
discussion,   no   advanced   statistical
understanding   is   demanded   of  the
reader because the text amply explains
both the techniques employed and the

meaning of these many tables.
The   authors   also   consider  how

American Jewish society has changed
over  20  years  and  relate  denomina-
tional   preference   to   intermarriage
experience.   They  examine   `Jewish'
marriages between  1970 and 1990 and
find  strong  differences  according  to
denominational  preference.  The  pro-
portion   of  inter faith  families   for
marriages celebrated over the two dec-
ades  becomes  steadily  higher  as  they
move  from  Orthodox  (17%),  through
Conservative  (460/o) to  Reform  (70%)
and is  at its highest for those with no
denominational preference (85%). The
data set out  relations not causes. Nev-
ertheless  the   life   choices  pattern  is
clear.

British  and  American   `denomina-
tional'   shifts  are  regular  findings  of
community studies and indicate forces
of religious and social change at work
on  both  sides   of  the  Atlantic.   But
American Jewry has more options not
solely  because  of  its   larger  Jewish
numbers,  or  its  particular  nature  but
because of the nature of American so-
ciety.  In  reading  /ewz.a/3  Cfeoz.ces  the
British  reader  becomes  immediately
aware of just how `American' its Jew-
ish  community  is.  No  analysis  I  have
seen  of British  Jewry  has  begun  by
setting   out  the   `denominations'   of
Judaism   giving   each   sector   equal
weight.  While  survey  data on Ameri-
can  Jewry  and  British  Jewry  suggest
that in both communities about one in
ten of Jewish adults see themselves as
orthodox,   in  this   set  of  papers  the
choice is indexed as a denominational
preference for  `Orthodox'  but in Brit-
ish  studies  the  proportions  arrived  at
through   a   self-characterisation   as
` Strictly Orthodox' . On this reading by

Lazerwitz  and  his  colleagues  Ameri-
can  preferences  do  not  allow  for  the
umbrella  description  `Traditional'  for
which  so  many  British  Jews  opt  and
which may, though not necessarily, be
adopted  in  much  the  same  way  as
loosely  connected  British  Christians
define  themselves  as  Church  of Eng-
land.  If so, British Jewry is showing a
local coloration just as American Jew-
ish   denominationalism   shows   the
chameleon  characteristics  of  Jewish
communities in their setting I

MARLENE    SCHM00L    !.s    Co77!j7]zf#i./)/
Research  Director at the  Boclrd of Deputies  of
British Jews. She has published widely on British
Jewish Demography and Identity with a special
emphasis   on  the  religious   identity  of  Jewish
women.  Her  latest  publication  is  `A Profi\1e  o[
British Jewry: Patterns and Trends at the End of
a Century'.
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RAYNER
`LIVELY,  ELEGANT,  PENETRAl-ING...'

Ben Segal

AN UNDERSTANDING
OF JUDAISM

by John D Rayner
Berghahn Books, Providence and

Oxford;  1997; pp234, pb£3.50

A JEWISH UNDERSTANDING
OF THE WORLD

Berghahn Books, Providence and
Oxford;  1997;  ppl96,  £13.50

RECENT  TIMES   SERMONS
ve   had   a   bad   press   in   this
untry. We all know the figure ofI

the   comedian   Dave   Allen   in   the
pulpit   admonishing   his   reluctant
congregation nodding in the pews.

But  among  Jews  the  sermon  is  an
ancient      and      highly      respected
institution.  In  the  Geonic  period  in
Babylonia  the  resfe  77zef!.bzcz  (Principal
of the  Academy)  would  address  the
people before the festivals to expound
the  festive practices.  Significantly, he
would speak in the vernacular. So, too,
with the 772czggz.c7 (itinerant preacher) in
the  Middle  Ages  and  later,  in  eastern
Europe.  He  was  a welcome  visitor to
the  sfefef/  where  he  would  expatiate,
usually in Yiddish, on the pcz7~czsfeczfe of
the  week.   His   sermon,   laced  with
clever   pz./p£//,    was    given    in   the
afternoon  before  A4j.#cfeczfe.   It   was   a
welcome  break  in  the  tedium  of the
long S¢czbbczf day. And in the month o±
E/£//   the   /7!czggz.d   would   rouse   the
conscience of his hearers to repentance
before  the  High  Holydays.  A4czggz.Jz.77z
celebrated  for  their  oratory  would
bring   their   enthusiastic,   emotional
audience to the point of tears.

The   founders  of  the  Progressive
movement  in   19th   century  Europe
wisely insisted on the incorporation of
a  sermon  in  the  vernacular  into  the
Sfeczbbczf  moming  service.  So  popular
was the sermon and so fundamental its
role   in   interpreting   the  pczrczsAczfe   or
commenting  to  the  congregation  on
events of the day that the practice was
adopted   by   traditional   Orthodox
communities  also.  It  has  acquired  a
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central      place      in      the      S/?czbbczf
moming service.

The two volumes under review here
indicate  how  highly  the  sermon  is
esteemed   in   the   Liberal   Jewish
congregation -and rightly so.  Liberal
Judaism in this country is fast nearing
its centenary. To mark the approaching
celebration  of  the  foundation  of  the
Jewish  Religious  Union -  forerunner
of the Union of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogue    -    in    1902,    sermons
delivered   over   forty   years   by   its
President,   Rabbi  John  Rayner,   are
assembled in convenient format. It was
a  happy  decision.  The  first  volume
contains  sermons  with  a  midrashic
interpretation of the weekly pcz7.czs/7cz%,
or  an  analysis  of  the   function  and
import  of  the  festivals.  The  second
volume   touches   on   contemporary
events  from  a radical  and  `prophetic'
point of view. Dr Rayner comments on
the  kaleidoscopic  shifts  of history  as
they affect a devout Jew.

A   third   volume   entitled  /ewz.s/?
j3e/z.gz.o£/s I czw comprises  sermons and
enjoys  expounding the  principles  and
arguments  that  underpin  the  practice
of Liberal Judaism,  and will receive a
separate review.

The  sermons  are both eloquent and
elegant, penetrating and lively, and of
impeccable scholarship. They provide
an  admirable  distillation  of  modem
Progressive Judaism.

In  numbers,  adherents  of  Liberal
Judaism are not great and one detects
here a wistful desire for expansion. But
the importance of its membership both
in the general  Jewish  community  and

the  non-Jewish  world  far  exceeds  its
numerical size. Indeed, Dr Rayner cites
the  words  of  Chief  Rabbi  Jonathan
Sacks in which he praises Progressive
Judaism  for  having  kept  alive   `for
many Jews the value of Jewish identity,
faith  and practice'  and  `the prophetic
passion  for  social  practice'.  At  the,
heart of its principles lie the passionate
attestation  to  the  singleness  and  the
majesty of God, both transcendent and
immanent, and the dedication to a code
of  high  ethical  standards.  Alongside
this  is  an equally passionate rejection
of time-worn  platitudes  and  outdated
conventions.

Founders   of  the   Liberal   Jewish
movement were obliged willy-milly to
stress urgently the negative component
of their programme, the abandonment
of what they regarded as a meaningless
accumulation of prescriptive legalism.
But this involved also a departure from
the   natural   development   over  the
centuries  of Jewish  thought  reflected
in   Rabbinic   writings   and  practice.
Today  this  drift  away  from  Jewish
tradition has been  arrested.  There has
been  a  gradual  return  to  distinctive
elements    of   traditional   practice,
notably  the  greater  use  of Hebrew  in
the   synagogue.   Religion,   Rayner
stresses,  must  be  rooted  in  tradition.
Here,   indeed,  his  personal  influence
has  played  a  decisive  part.   For  he,
unlike  some  of his predecessors,  is  at
home   in   Rabbinic   literature   and
thought, to the good fortune of students
of  the   Leo   Baeck   College.   Rabbi
Rayner, in fact, goes so far as to argue
for the establishment of a new, Liberal,
fecz/cz4feczA  -  an  argument  that  to  some
of his  readers  may  appear  delicately
poised.

Many readers of these volumes will
regard as the acid test of a modem-day
Judaism  the  group's  attitude  towards
the State of Israel. The founding fathers
of Liberal Judaism rejected the concept
of Jewish  nationalism,  sometimes  in
the  shadow  of  Edwin  Montagu  and
other  members  of  the  Anglo-Jewish
cousinhood.    Rayner   writes    with
sympathy  of the  strengthening  of the
yz.sfeffi;.  Disapproval  and  doubt  set  in
only with the Palestinian problems, but
he  finds  himself  comfortably  in  the
raLnks o£ Shalom Akhshav.

These  two  volumes  will  receive  a
warm  welcome.  Fortunate  is  Liberal
Judaism to have such leadership .
PROFESSOR  J  8  SEGAL  MC  was  bo;.#  j.#
Newcastle-on-Tyne  and  is   Emeritus  Prof.   of
Semitic  Languages,  Sch.  of Oriental  &  African
Studies,  London Univ.  A  past  Principal  Of Leo
Baeclc College. He is currently finalising a major
book  about  Aramaic  incantation  bowls  in  the
British Museum.
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+       UNDRESSING OUR SCROLL STORY

Jonathan Wittenberg

0NE  RECENT  THURSDAY
morning      we      had      the
privilege  of  reading  from  a

ro7-cz/a scroll that had not been used in
sinty years. For once it was fortuitous
that there was no cofee7z at the #c!.nycz73
- my father could be given the very
first aliyah.

The  story  of the  fortunes  of that
Se/er  ro7-czfe  involves  at  least  five
generations and epitomises the fate of
the  Jewish  people  in  our  century.  It
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begins,   in   so   far   as   we   can
reconstruct  it,  in  1937.  It  was  in
this     year     that     my     great-
grandfather,       Rabbi       Jakob
Freimarm, died suddenly while on
holiday  in  Moravia.  Although  he
was   4v   Be/  Dz.7z,   head   of  the
Rabbinical Court, in Berlin, it had
been  his   express   wish  that  he
should  be  buried  in  Holleschau,
Czechoslovakia,   where   he   had

Continued on next page
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The funeral of Rabbi Dr Jacob Freimann, Holleschou -1937

Professor Alf red Freimann

begun  his  rabbinical  career.  We  still
have    the    pictures    of   the    long
procession  that  accompanied  him  to
his final resting place.

Soon    afterwards    his    library,
including the Se/er rorcz/2, was packed
in some thirty crates to be sent to his
son Alfred, my father's uncle. Alfred
Freimann was  a judge  and had  been
living    in    Germany.    Two    years
previously, when the Nazis prevented
him from even entering the court over
which he had been used to preside, he
and his wife had left for Rome. There
a family member who was researching
the   Jewish   section   of  the  Vatican

library  was  able  to  help  him  obtain
employment.  But  before  his  father's
books  could  reach  him  he  was  once
again obliged to flee.  He left fascism
behind him and settled for good in the
ancient   homeland   of  the   Jewish
people.

The crates were due to follow him,
but  by  the  time  they  reached  Italy
Mussolini   had   declared   war   on
Ethiopia  and  the  Mediterranean  was
blockaded.  The  books  and  the  Se/er
rorczA,  along  no  doubt  with  the  post
and  possessions  of countless  others,
were  lost  in  Italy,  victims  first  of a
regional,   and   then   of  the   global

This it was that my father's uncle ca,me to
be among the seventy-seven Jews who
lost their lives when, shortly after the
bombing Of the King David Hotel, the buses
carrying them to Mount Scopus were attacked and
burnt -within sight Of the watching
British Arlny.
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conflict  that  engulfed  most  of  the
world  and  swallowed   alive   over  a
third of our people.

Once  the  British  had  realised  that
those Jews who had fled Europe to the
safety  of its  shores  were  not  enemy
aliens but passionate foes of Nazism,
they allowed them to enter the forces
and     eventually     permitted     the
formation   of  the   Jewish   Brigade.
Among the chaplains to this force as it
fought its way through  Italy with the
British  Army  was  Ephraim  Urbach,
later  to  become  a  renowned  author
and     professor     at     the     Hebrew
University.   In   his   youth   he   had
frequented my grandparents' home in
Breslau  Wroclaw  -  now  Wroclaw  -
where,  as a young rabbinical  student,
he had taught Hebrew to the children,
my  father  among  them.  One  day  a
soldier  in  the  Brigade  came  to  him
with the report that he had found some
boxes   of  Jewish  books   in  a   cave.
Urbach's  curiosity  was  immediately
aroused and one can only imagine his
suaprise  when he  found on the  crates
the  familiar name  of Freimann.  Thus
nine  years  and  a  world  war  later the
books       finally       reached       their
destination.  Alfred  Freimann  was  at
last   in   possession   of  his   father's
library.

Around   this   time   Alfred   was
offered a professorship at the Hebrew
University. This honour was to lead to
his  tragic  death.  Situated  on  Mount
Scopus, in early  1948 the University,
together with the  Hadassah Hospital,
was cut off from the Jewish sectors of
Jerusalem.   By  agreement  with  the
British authorities a convoy of doctors
and  nurses,  students  and  academics
would  travel  fortnightly  under  their
protection to  relieve  the  beleaguered
personnel of these institutions. Thus it
was that my father's uncle came to be
among  the  seventy-seven  Jews  who
lost their lives when, shortly after the
bombing of the King David Hotel, the
buses carrying them to Mount Scopus
were attacked and burnt -within sight
of the watching British Army.

Alfred's   books   were   eventually
given  by  the  family  to  the  Hebrew
University in his memory.  The Se/er
rorczfe,  which was seriously damaged
and unusable as a result of the time it
had  been  left  in  the  cave,  passed  to
Alfred's  sister,  my  father's  mother.
With  her  death  it  went  to  my  aunt.
Eventually it came to my father.

My  father  brought  it  with  him  to
England. When one day he heard from
me that  a  scribe  would be  coming to
my home to examine some letters in a
scroll belonging to  my  congregation,
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he brought his Sc/er along to gain an
expert  opinion.  Passages  in the  book
of  Beresfez.f  (Genesis)  were   entirely
black, sections in the book of ycz);I.frrcz
(Leviticus)  were  pale,  bordering  on
the  reddish.  It  was  the  law  given  to
Moses  at  Sinai  that  every  letter  of a
rorczfe  must  be  black.  The  situation
did  not  look  hopeful.  But  when  the
scribe,   a  wonderful,  warm  hearted
man   and  a  true   Cfeczssz.d,   saw  how
much the fate  of this Se/er meant to
our  family  he  determined  to  take  it
with him. He considered it to be some
two hundred years old and it aroused
his  keen  interest.  Albeit  some  parts
were   irreparable,   he   would   see
whether  on  his  travels  he  could  not
discover  usable   sections   of  other

He would see whether on his travels he could not
discover usable sections Of other fading scrolls
which might be compatible in their small size, by
means Of which he could reconstruct and render
kosher owr Torah.

three  or  four  columns  that  fitted  and
there inserted just a column.  It was all
done - except that when he unrolled the
rorczfe  in  full,  there  was  not one  scroll
but two: he had forgotten to sew the last
of the new parchments together. Off he
went in search of gz.c7z.7? - special threads
-to make the stitches.

animal   guts?   It   was   then   that   it
occurred  to   me   that  the   question
pointed  to  a  metaphor  and  a  richer
response.   The    7'orczfe   is   stitched
together by living substance. Life, the
living of it, is what transforms it from
withering  columns  awaiting burial to
sacred  testament.   That  is  why  the

The author with his father and son read from the scroll.

fading    scrolls    which    might    be
compatible   in  their  small   size,   by
means ®f \`-hich he  could reconstruct
and. render kashei- our Torah.

There was almost  a year  of hope,
enquiries, waiing. One Sunday night
the  'phone  T`-eat  at  my  home.  "I've
finally done it: ean I bring the Se/e7.
round  and  shoiT  it  to  `tou  now."
Unfortunatel}-  m}`  father~ R-as  away
that  day,  so  the  Sg_}~gr  unrolled  the
scroll  across m}- liable and explained
how  here he had amended a fading
section,  there  foEmd a parchment of
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Although  it  was  half  past  ten  at
night, my wife and I, moved by what
was unfurling before us, woke our five
year-old   son  to   watch.   Mossy   has
always loved to draw the rorczfe and to
play  with  his  own  one  which  he  has
made.  We wanted him to witness and
remember   the   final    act   of   this
restoration. The scribe came back and
Mossy watched, but not in silence. "Is
that  the  same  kind  of  thread,"  he
asked,  "as  mummy  uses  when  she
does sewing?" How do you tell a child
that  actually  it  is  not  a  thread  but

young must be witness to, and of, the
rededication of the old.

The  next Thursday  my  father was
given  the   first   cz/z.)/czfe   to   this   Se/er
7'orczfe      and      quietly      said      the
Sfeefeecfee)/cz#if   blessing  to   God  who
has preserved us and kept us alive and
brought us to this moment.I

RABBI  JONATHAN  WITTENBERG,  a
graduate of Leo Baeck College, is  the rabbi Of
New North London Synagogue, a constituent of
the Assembly of Masorti SynagogLies.  He is the
author  of  a  number  of  books  including The
Three Pillars of Judaism.
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wonderful   though   they   are,   can
sometimes be very exasperating - and
that  goes  double  for teenagers.  So,  it
was  with  some trepidation that  I  said
`yes' to a suggestion from the father of

a friend of my kids that I should run a
programme for `young people'  on the
Saturday evening of last year's RSGB
conference in Boumemouth.

My  trepidation  increased  when  I
realised that I was not going to be part
of the scheduled programme as laid on
by those hard-working folks  at RSY-
Netzer.  But  I  calmed  down  a  little -
just a little - when I remembered that
my teenagers  invariably steer clear of
the `official' programme at conference
anyway,  despite all our best efforts to
encourage them to join in. They prefer
to    be    with    their   friends    in    an
unstructured    atmosphere    and,    I
suppose,  as  long  as  no  hami  is  done,
that is fine and even important for their
social development.

I  still  arrived  at  conference  very
unsure  as  to  whether or not this  little
`unofficial' programme of mine would

take  place  or,  indeed,  if it  was  even
wanted by the  `target audience'.  I felt
that  I   was  being  used,   perhaps  to
assuage  some  guilt  deep  within  the
heart of the parent who had `organised'
the session, perhaps in some other way.
And I felt that if I were a young person
in my teens, the last thing I would want
is   some   old   fuddy-duddy   like  me
popping  along  to  teach  me  when  I
really would prefer to  spend my time
nattering  and  hanging  out  with  my
friends.

During  the   course   of  Saturday
afternoon, I happened literally to   run
into   my   fourteen   year-old   son.   I
explained to him my predicament, and
he, nice chap that he is,  invited me to
join   the   gang   up   in   a   particular
bedroom  at  a  certain  time.   At  the
appointed  hour,   I   duly  entered  th(.
aforesaid  room  to   discover  it  full
of  about   15-20   teenage   girls   and
boys  lounging  around  and  generally
having  a  good  time  in  each  other's
Company.

As   I   was   introduced  to   them,   I
shared with them some of my feelings
about  this  session  of which  most  of
them  had  no  advance  waming  and  I
made  it  clear  to  them  that  I  was  not
there  to  impose  my  will  upon  them,
that  I  could  take  `no'  for  an  answer,
but that if the answer were `yes' I had a
story I could tell them.

To my great surprise they all, as one,
said:  `Ooh,  a  story,  yes,  please!'  And
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Larry Tabick

within  seconds  silence  reigned...and  I
began.

I told them one  of the famous tales
of  the  Hasidic  Rabbi  Nachman  of
Bratzlav  (1772-1811),  the  one known
as `The Loss of the Princess'. Now for
those  who  are  not  familiar  with  the
tales,   which   are  now   available   in
several translations  into  English,  they
are rather unusual in Hasidic literature
in  being  by,   not   about,   the  rebbe
concerned,    in    this    case,    Rabbi
Nachman   of  Bratzlav,   the   great-
grandson of the Ba'al Shem Tov.  Reb
Nachman    wrote    thirteen    stories
altogether  and  they   are  normally
published    in    bilingual    editions,
Hebrew  and  Yiddish.  It  is  not  clear
which  is  the  original  language  and
which is the translation. But it is certain
that  each  language  gives  the  tales  a
different feel. To read them in Yiddish
is to experience them as folk tales, even
fairy-tales. To read them in Hebrew is
to  hear  echoes  of midrashic  parables
and Kabbalistic imagery.

`The  Loss   of  the  Princess',   in  a

nutshell,  is  a  tale  of a  princess  who
disappears from the royal palace after
an argument with her father the King.
The  vizier volunteers  to  find  her  and
free her from captivity, makes several
attempts to do so, only to fail each time
at   the   last   moment.    Finally,   he
succeeds, despite the opinions of others
he meets that it is all in vain. But Rabbi
Nachman  does  not  tell  us  how  the
vizier  finally  succeeds  in  freeing  the
princess from her captors, only that he
does.

Bratzlaver tradition is that the tale is
an extended allegory of the exile of the
Sfee/cfe!.7zczfe,   the   feminine  presence   of
God. The Vizier represents the /zczc7c7z./c,

or righteous person, perhaps Nachman
himself,   who   with   dedication  and
perseverance,   can  bring  about  her
restoration  and,  thus,  the  messianic
age. It was an intexpretation that I had
explored  and  developed  with  several
study   groups   over   the   years,   an
interpretation I had made my own.

As  I  told  the  story  that  Saturday
night,  I  did  have  in  mind  sharing the
Bratzlav  understanding  of it  with  the
young  people  present.   It  seemed  so
obvious  to  me,  though  I  realised that
this   interpretation   would   involve
certain  concepts  that  might  not  be
familiar  to  them.   But,  Nachman's
stories cry out for interpretation. After
all, he began to tell these tales because,
he said, he could no longer express his
teachings in the form of the traditional
sermon, so he was inviting his listeners
and  readers  to  tease  out  his  meaning
from the image and plot. I invited my
listeners to share their intexpretations.

I was not prepared for what followed.
One  of the girls put forward her view
that the tale was an allegory of life and
the  search  for  one's  true  self.   And
gradually,     but     with     mounting
excitement,  the   group  built  up   an
interpretation  of  the  story  that  was
totally different from the traditional.  It
made sense. It hung together and, they
argued,  the  story  is  unfinished  pre-
cisely  because  everyone  has  to  create
their own ending, since everyone's life
is, by definition, different. I was floored.

Rabbi  Chanina  said:  `Much  have  I
learned  from  my  teachers,  and  from
my  colleagues  even  more  than  from
my  teachers,  but  from  my  students
most of all'  (Talmud,  rcz 'cz73z.Z 7a).

That  night  I  learned  many  things
from my  young  listeners.  I  learned  a
whole  new  interpretation  of  Rabbi
Nachman's  `Loss  of the  Princess.'  I
leaned or rather, re-learned, that every
good     story     has     many,     many
interpretations and that one must hear
those  of others  if one  is to  lean  and
grow oneself. But most of all, I leamed
that there is a hunger out there, among
some of our young people at least, for
spirituality  and  ideas  that  will  give
meaning to their lives.

And  if  they  don't  feel  that  their
hunger  is  being  addressed  by  us,  by
Judaism and the Reform movement in
particular, they will go elsewhere. That
is our challenge I

RABBI   LARRY   TABICK   wczs   bo;-#   I.#
Bi.ooklyn,  NY  and   trained  at  the   Leo   Baeck
College.   He   is   married   to   Rabbi  Jacqueline
Tabiclc and they have three children. He is rabbi

Of Shir Hzryim, the  Hampstead  Reform Jewish
Community and has an abiding interest in Jewish
mysticism in all  its phases.
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ter   in   the   last   issue   of
lIVIV4     (No.     61     Autumn

1998), commenting on Rabbi Jonathan
Magonet's Essay in the previous issue,
seems  to  accept  all his  arguments  for
federation of RSGB/ULPS but draws a
different  conclusion.  Rabbi  Michaels
thinks      that      the      non-orthodox
movements    in    this    country    are
separated    less    by    "ideological"
differences  than by  "ethos",  and  that
this  was  the  stumbling  block  which
prevented  the  merger  of RSGB  and
ULPS  following  discussion  between
the two movements in the mid-80s.

We  do  not agree that difference  of
ethos was the cause of failure of those
discussions  then,  nor  do  we  think  it
would  be  now  if  similar  discussions
were  to  start  again.  With the  wisdom
of hindsight it  is  our opinion that the
reasons for the breakdown of those dis-
cussions were (i) the time was not right
then - it was too early and insufficient
preparation  had  taken  place,  (ii)  the
concept  of merger  was  too  ambitious
and (iii) there was insufficient will for
any kind of union amongst the officers
and  professionals  in  each  movement
and (iv) mutual trust was lacking.

At that time difference of ethos be-
tween the movements was put forward
as  an argument against merger but in
our view it was more of an excuse than
a  reason.   Unquestionably  there  are
some  differences  of ethos  today  but
they  are  not  the  same  as  they  were
then. Ethos changes with time and per-
sonalities,   and  the   differences   are
within  each movement as  well  as  be-
tween  the  movements.  For  example,
within  the  circumference  of a largish
er£/v from our Synagogue there are four
other  RSGB  congregations  and  each
has  a  different  ethos.  How  fortunate
we  are  to  have  choice.  In  the  non-
metropolitan   areas   there   is   rarely
choice  and  if you do not wish to join
the local orthodox synagogue you join
the  non-orthodox  one,  of  whichever
colour, and are likely to be content.

Today  RSGB  and  ULPS  are  workp
ing together ever more closely, in ever
more ways, so that "federation" rather
than "merger" becomes a more realis-
tic possibility. Federation is defined as
"the union of several states, etc., under
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a  federal  government,  each  retaining
control  of  its  own  internal  affairs"
(O.E.D.),  which  is  not  far  different
from  Rabbi  Michaels'   definition  of
subsidiarity.  Nor  is  it  very  different
from  what  actually  happens  vis-a-vis
RSGB and its own constituents.

We do not suggest that such a move
is easy -nor is it too difficult. Surely it
must be worthwhile revisiting the de-
bate. There is so much to gain I

Jerome I Karet
Jeffery S Rose
London Nwl 1

PHILISTINE
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seems to be a curious contradiction.
In the middle of his article, when he

starts talking about education, he says
that "the news is not all bad" and goes
on to show the "explosion" of schools
- though  he  does  not  define  them  as
being mainly primary schools.

He then goes on, rightly, in my opin-
ion, to show how really bad things are
in Jewish education in Britain. He men-
tions,   inter   alia,   that   we  produce
paediatric   Jews.   Yeshivot  produce
knowledge  of  the  Talmud,  but  little
else.  University  Chairs  are  scarce  as
"hen's  teeth".  He  recites  the problem

of  the  general   lack  of  respect   for
Jewish leaming, questions the content
of  Jewish  education  and  calls  much
Jewish education "diseducation".

My  fear  is  that  there  will  be  those
who  will  simply  read  the  first  para-
graph  talking  about  the  explosion  of
schools but neglect the fact that this is
nearly a worthless exercise. This coun-
try could double, or triple, this number
of primary schools and still not be bet-
ter off simply because that is the cheap
and incomplete way to educate a peo-
ple   and  leads   towards  undesirable
paediatric Judaism.

Even to this date there is no strategic
plan  for  Jewish  education.  Jonathan
Sacks purposely kept us hanging on for
5 or 6 years as he never really wanted it,
and the new UJIA also promised it but
now,  under  cross-examination,  admits
that they  are not going to  do  it either.
Finally the JPR will accomplish such a
study as part of a larger study for which
they  have  assured  funding.  Therefore,
in   a   few   years,   we   may   finally
have   a  possible   education  plan  and
pathway for the community to follow if
they wish.

I was also astounded at Mark Winer' s
praise  of  how  Anglo  Jewry  "inter-
weaves Judaism and British modemity
to  produce  an  inspiring  tapestry"  and
consider   Anglo-Jewry   as   ranking
among the "most fortunate Jewish com-
munity  in  the  history  of the  Jewish
people". How can one say this of what
most people in the world consider one
of the most dysfunctional of philistine,
although  chaining  and  social  Jewish
communities in the world? .

Felix Posen
London, W8
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rabbis and their relationship with their
congregations.

West  London  Synagogue's  activi-
ties  are  led  by  the  rabbinic,  lay  and
professional  teams  working  in  close
conjunction  with  each  other  and  to-
wards a common goal. If we want our
synagogues to  be vibrant and healthy
places,  which  attract  our  young  and
care  for the  elderly,  each of the three
teams have to be seen to work together
in a harmonious and effective fashion.
There is no doubt in my mind that we
cannot  achieve  anything  at  all  in  our
communal life if the three teams which
I  have  listed  cannot  agree  to  a joint
agenda.

Each of the teams should add some-
thing to the communal soup which they
prepare  for  the  wider  congregation,
and should aid and encourage the other
two partners to make haste so that the
diners  are  not  kept  waiting.  It  seems
that we have to keep it well in the front
of  our  minds  that  we  either  all  win
together or lose together, and the good
health of each and every community is
very  much   in  the   hands   of  their
rabbi(s),  their  professional  staff  and
their lay leadership.

There is no formula which will work
with every community of any size, but
I  do  feel  that we  should  all  assume  a
very personal responsibility for what-
ever  role  we  have  undertaken,  and
question  ourselves   if  we  have  not
made  any  commitment  at  all  to  our
community.

This  brings  me  to  Rabbi  Wolff s
article (A44IVIV4  61) regarding the sal-
ary  scales  for  the  rabbinate.   In  my

Continued on next page
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opinion we proceed on the current sal-
ary scales at our peril, because the low
salary  scale  sends  out the  message to
prospective candidates that we do not
value their profession in the same way
that  we  value  any  other  profession.
Since  the  work  which  the  rabbinate
does touches us at the most important
times  of our lives  be  it brz./ 773z./cz,  bcz7/
bczzwz.fzvafe,   marriage   or   death,   this
seems a dreadfully short-sighted view.
Why should we expect a talented and
gifted candidate to study for five years
at Leo Baeck, after three or four years
at University, to start at a basic salary
of just under £21,000?  and what does
that say about us and our priorities? Is
it  any  wonder  that  so  many  of  the
graduates of Leo Baeck leave the UK
after their ordination?

I feel sure that many will claim that
there  is  a  limit to  what  is  affordable,
but  how  can  we   expect  men  and
women  to  enter  a  profession  with  a
very difficult and demanding life style
and then want them to live on a very
limited budge for the 77".fzi;czfe  of serv-
ing God and our communities? .

Morris Bentata
London Nwl I
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William Wolff
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lucky to have our fair share and more of
them.

So  lucky that they  are willing to part
with some of their spare cash to communal
causes. And so unlucky that they tie it up
with their our strings.

Thatleadsstraighttoacuteandrecurrent
cash  starvation  crises  for  some  of our
proudest  institutions.  It  all  but  destroyed
Jews College. The name remains, stuck on
to a largely different - both in spirit and
funding - body.

Some  of the  crises  hit  the  headlines.
More often, nasty dramas are played out
beforeanagonisedandrestrictedaudience.

I have no fault to find with the donors. It
is perfectly natural that those who pay the
bills should wish to dictate the policy.

But the present system turns our institu-
tions  into  race  tracks  for private  hobby
horses.Andforthemosturgentofcommu-
nal needs, there is never enough money.

Worse,itmakesthoseinchargeintolaay
fund raisers. It is so easy to rely on one or
twodonors.Thehardbutnecessarygrindis
to seek safety in numbers.

So a big thank you to our donors, plain
or titled, for teaching that lesson with such
generous panache.

•;Tt

THE    HARDEST   PROBLEM
thrown  at  me  by  the  new  Rus-
sian  immigrant  community  in

East  Germany  keeps  me  tossing  and
turning through the night.

The town's old Jewish cemetery, not
used for decades, was full, and the town
council has generously given them a new
one.  Tough  though  these  Russian  and
Ukrainian Jews are to have survived the
sustained onslaught of comlnunism, they
are not irmortal.

But two years on, not one grave dis-
turbs the level monotony of the paddock.

`No-one wants to be the first in here"

sighed  the  congregation's  secretary.
"They all go next door into the municipal

cemetery. What do we do, rabbi?"
A  still  small  voice  within  me  said

pithily: "Lead by example."
So why did the tame voice that came

out of my mouth mumble:  "Why don't
you try a public dedication ceremony -
with a rabbi".

A live one.

MANNA WINTEFl 1999
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He  pronounced  over them  the  Hebrew
wordsofthetraditionalphrase``MayGod
comfort  you  together  with  the  other
mouners...".  Then he dashed along the
line of low chairs, taking the hands of the
two male moumers, a son and a brother.
For two daughters and two sisters there
was not even a little finger.

In his jet  stream,  there  followed the
local  Refomi  rabbi  with  black  hat  to
match the  Lubavicher's,  except  for the
jaunty  angle.  He  shook hands  with the
four women, as well as the men, and was
so  forward  as  to  kiss  the  one  daughter
without whom a Friday night in his syna-
gogue would be unthinkable.

And six weeks on I am hoping that the
difference is still talked about. For it is
time that we  stopped the conspiracy of
silence  about  the  way  most  Orthodox
rabbis in this country today treat women.
It  leads  to  daily  hurt  and  humiliation
at bereavement times, when women,  as
well as men, are at their most vulnerable.

Halachah, however interpreted,  is no
excuse for any affront to human dignity.
When their rules permit them to  shake
handswiththeChileanGeneralPinochet,
the Serb killer Milosevic, and when their
colleagues  were  ready  to  shalte  hands
with mass butchers like the Roumanian
Ceauscescu - anyone remember him? -
it is time to cry to high heaven about this
daily insult to Jewish women.

•?+

IAM RELAXED TO THE POINT
of   somnolence   by   the   edict
of  Rabbi Ehrentreu of the United

Synagogue  Beth  Din,  banning  those
rabbis  ready  to  bow  to  his  will  from
sattending our services.

The people that hurts are not ours, but
the bulk of his own membership.

At  a  burial  I  was  about  to  conduct
during my four years  of service  in the
north east, I suddenly saw the rabbi of a
nearby orthodox shool.

Some months before he had asked me
to finish a shiva service he was leading.

Now  I  went  over  to  him  and  said
"Would you like to take part?"

He   nodded,    we   moved   to    the
graveside,  and he motioned me back a
yard  or  two  to  comply  with  orthodox
rules.  For the next twenty minutes  we
stood side by side and went through our
liturgy,hechantingthetraditionalparts,I
reading the others.

As I led him back to his car, he said to

me  in  Yiddish:  "Schein geredt" - You
spoke well.

Tha,t was generous, and maybe I did,
and maybe I did not.

What  comforted  the  mourners  more
than anything that morning was the sight
of the two of us standing together to help
them over this major crisis in their lives.

And that is  a notion  far beyond the
horizon of Dayan Chanoch Ehrentreu.

Ii:i:.
IIAVE  A  PROMISE  I  CANNOT
cash  from  a  member  of a  nearby
orthodox shool:

"I willjoin you," he insists, "the day

after you get rid of yotir-organ."
The  organ  was  the  most  disputed

feature  of  early  progressive  services.
Nearly two centuries on, it continues to
create discord.

Traditional  it  certainly  is  not.  But
does  it enhance the awe and dignity of
our services?

I am inclined to cling to it, as to nurse,
for fear of something far worse.

The guitar. That stringy, strummer's
glee is lurking at every synagogue door.
It  has  a  genius  for  sneaking  past  the
tightest security.

And behind it looms an invasion of
Israeli pop.

Do we really want to turn our services
into Eurovision song contests?

•±i.
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months have proved that mere words on
the page, under whatever byline, cannot
fill  the  desolate  gap  he  has  left  at  the
centre of the JC -and of Anglo-Jewry.

Chaim looked at us with a humour that
was  at times  gentle,  at  times  sardonic,
and always universal.

Take his example of the penultimate
stage of insomnia: "One who is not able
to sleep on Shabbat afternoon."

The ultimate insomniac is "One who
stays awake during the sermon."

With his innate courtesy Chain him-
selfwasamongthosewiththisultimately
benign affliction.

RABBIWILLIAMWOLFFz.s77".%isfero/Fyz.in-
bledon  Synagogue.  He  previously  served  both
Liberal  and Reform  congregations  in Brighton,
Reading,  Milton  Keynes  and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne. He was trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started his full lime rabbinate as an assistant to
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
He was a Fleet Street journalist before he beccrme
a rabbi.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
11 January -19 February

An  Exhibition  of paintings  and prints  by  Polish-born  Parisian  artist Vladec

Sunday 24 January 7.30pm
An  Evening of Contemporary Jazz

with one of the UK's leading small jazz groups, the Jonathan Gee Trio

Sunday 7 February 8.00pm
That's Entertainment

Thelma Ruby, well-known for her stage appearances in  "F/.dd/er on the f]oof",
"Cabaret" and  "Oh/.mos ar M/.art.ghf" lectures, performs extracts from her shows and signs copies of

"Doub/e or IVoth/.ng"-an autobiography of Thelma Ruby and her late husband, Peter Frye

16 February -23 March
Speal{ing with Confidence 8 -9.30pm
(I Couldn't Possibly Speak in Public!)

A new six week beginners course with Simone Lakmaker, LGSM
for those who would like to learn techniques and gain confidence to speak in  public

Sunday 28 February 2.30pm
13th Annual Chess Simul with Jonathan Speelman

4 March -16 April
Travels with an  Etching  Plate -an exhibition of print-making by Zena Flax

Sunday 21  March 7.30pm
A View from the Bridge

Plehearsed reading of Arthur Miller's celebrated play by The Essential Theatre Company

CHI  KUNGITAI CHI
with Adam Leighton
Wednesdays 1 - 2pm

13 January  -24 February
Breathing, exercise and meditation techniques for the body and mind

to maintain good health and alleviate stress and anxiety

LUNCHTIME F}ECITALS
Thursdays,  1.15 -2.00pm

Spring  1999 Series:  14   and 28 January,11  and 25 February and  11  March

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses with Jackie King-Cline

from  12 January - 17 March
Tuesdays 10.00am - 12.30pm and 1.30 -4.00pm

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten week evening course with Jackie King-Cline

from 13 January  -18 March
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm
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